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Tire King's ^vwrssrg. 

God blessed His own anointed 
Who rule by right of birth, 
But twice blessed those appointed 
To rule by worth. 

Grey halls and homes of the wise, you that hold our future lords 
Rear well your stripling giants,their might is the breaking of swords, 
Train straight the souls of your princes, lest one may prove a curse, 
And rend apart the bonds of peace, that should bind the universe. 
Sweet foster-mother of learning, there sucks now at your breast 
The heart that may ring through untold years, and lull the world to 

rest. 
And one now lies upon your lap, whose words maybe laws for men, 
And one may pluck their ills from the sick, and make them whole 

again. 
Sweet foster-mother of learning I grey halls and homes of the wise! 
Make strong the souls of your princes, whose heads may touch the 

skies. 

So drink to the palace walls 
And the babe that rules by birth ; 
But kneel to the College halls 
And the men that rule by worth. 

W. KURTZ WIMSATT, ’00. 



JUDGE ROBERT RAY. 

IN MEMORIAM. 

IT is with deepest regret that Georgetown 
must chronicle among its departed sons, 

one whose life was a credit to his Alma 
Mater, a credit to his faith, and a most 
wholesome example to those whose privi- 
lege it is to succeed him and imbibe know- 
ledge from the same source. 

Judge Robert Ray was born in St. 
Francis County, Missouri, Sept. 19, 1830. 
His boyhood days were spent upon his 
father’s farm, where, during the winter 
months, he satisfied, in part, his thirst for 
knowledge. Upon the death of his parents 
he entered Georgetown, graduating in 1854 
after a six years' course. During his col- 
lege career the walls of Congress re-echoed 
the masterly eloquence of Webster, Cal- 
houn, and Clay, and we dare say his young 
heart eagerly embraced every opportunity 
to hear and to converse with such talented 
and great men. Upon graduating he re- 
ceived his diploma from the hands of 
President Pierce. 

During his college years he manifested 
that indomitable spirit in overcoming all 
obstacles, which was characteristic of his 
after life; he held steadfastly to his con- 
victions, preferring to lose the respect of 
men rather than to relinquish an opinion 
which he judged to be right. After com- 
pleting his course at Georgetown he read 
law, and in 1857 became a member of the 
bar in New Orleans, where he practiced 
until the outbreak of the war. 

Being opposed to secession he canvassed 
the State in opposition to the election of 
delegates to the Secession Convention. 

From eighteen sixty-one to eighteen sixty- 
three he discharged the duties of Mayor of 
Monroe, and having, by a change in the 
conscript law, become liable to enlistment 
he was obliged to serve as a soldier under 
the Confederacy in the Third Louisiana 
Cavalry, but his heart and convictions were 
with the North. 

After the war he resumed the practice 
of law, and in 1870 was appointed by 
Governor Warmoth District Judge of the 
Fourteenth Judicial District. In 1872 he 
was elected to that honorable position by 
the people, and held that distinguished 
office until 1877, when he resumed the 
practice of law. In 1888 he was a can- 
didate on the Republican ticket for Attor- 
ney-General of Louisiana, and under the 
administration of President Harrison he 
became Postmaster of Monroe, La. 

Judge Ray was married on Dec. 20* 
1855, to Mrs. Benedette Bres Morrison,, 
daughter of John B. Bres. Five children 
were born to him, all of whom have died 
except Mr. Henry Clay Ray, who is at; 
present Postmaster in Monroe, La. 

The deceased was a man of quiet man- 
ners but of fine sensibilities that commanded 
the respect of all who knew him. His in- 
tellectual qualities and the earnestness with 
which he adhered to and advocated his 
political convictions made of him a promi- 
nent figure in the politics of Louisiana. 

Judge Robert Ray assuredly won the 
admiration of all by his brilliant career in 
life. He maintained that priceless jewel, 
the Catholic Faith, in the midst of his 
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fame, never finding it a hindrance to his 
labors, never denying it for the sake of 
greater earthly rewards. 

Having been stricken with paralysis he 
lingered for two months, departing this 
life on October 25th at his home in Monroe, 
La. His bereaved son has acquainted us 
with his truly peaceful death. 

In his last moments his thoughts were 
turned toward Georgetown, where in fancy 
he was again a student, and in his delirium 
he called upon the professors who had 
shaped his young and budding aspirations, 
making it possible for him to achieve the 
great name which he honorably bore. No 
greater eulogy can be pronounced upon his 
remains than that in life he made many 

and steadfast friends, who, when they have 
repeated a last “ Requiescat ” over his mor- 
tal remains, may bear away with them the 
remembrance of one who, clothed in the 
mantle of integrity and faith, shone forth 
as a salutary guide to an honorable and 
virtuous life. 

To his bereaved wife and son the JOUR- 

NAL sends its heartfelt sympathy, and 
Georgetown in common with them must 
grieve, for while they have lost a loving 
husband and father, Georgetown has lost 
a son who, noble and true, has gone to 
join Alma Mater’s faithful band of departed 
souls. 

Requiescat in pace. 
J. J. ENGLISH, 'OO. 

ST. CATHARINE. 

TELL back thy hours, ever hast’ning 
Time, 

Thy hands, encrusted with the ages’ grime, 
Recleanse. 

And thou, all-seeing Sun, 
Back thro’ the buried cycles run. 
Send forth thy life-engend’ring breath 
To break the magic spell of Death, 

That from the silent thraldom of the grave, 
A grateful world’s devotion may reclaim 
The mighty Heaven-fashioned hearts that 

gave 
The themes immortal to the song of fame, 
And risen heroes, mingling in the strife, 
Shall lead again to Victory and Life. 

Let not thy flashing beams 
Revive the phantom dreams 

That thronged the gloomy night of tombed 
years; 

Nor rend the mantling veil 
That, evermore, shall pale 

The lifeless progeny of craven fears. 
Let not proud Jupiter, whom darkness 

shrouds, 
Pavilioned in his fastness in the clouds, 
With wrath-sped thunderbolt and blasting 

nod, 
Resway the sceptre of a brutal god. 
Let turret-crested Cybele refrain 
To lead to revelry her frantic train. 
Rekindle not the War-gods’ fatal ire, 
Nor bid Apollo string his tuneful lyre— 
Let them and theirs keep empty paradise 
Amid the vacant mists that bade them rise. 
But when the splendor of thy quick’ning 

ray 
Hath shed the glory of the living day 
O’er long-forgotten ages of the past, 
In all thy brilliant majesty, shalt cast 

God’s vivifying flame 
Athro’ the sacred frame 

Of Catharine, sweet subject of our lay. 
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Immortal maid! that thro’ the deep’ning 
night 

Divined’st the path to never-dying light, 
What gifted teacher did thy childhood find 
To shape the workings of thy master-mind ? 
No heathen Mentor ’twas, with Pagan art, 
That timed the beatings of thy mighty heart. 
An angel intellect thine own controlled 
The hands of angels shaped the royal mould 
Of thy great spirit, and an angel’s song 
Thro’ thy great heart resounded loud and 

long, 
Till e’en its secret depths rang wild and free 

With echoes of celestial psalmody. 
The lordly crag that from the ocean’s breast 
High o’er the billows rears its sun-kissed 

crest, 
Stands not more firm against the storm- 

king’s might, 
Than thy strong soul before the foes of right. 
The tyrant’s lust, the world’s alluring spell 
Fell at thy glance, and withered as they fell. 
Thy mind, matured for all thy maiden 

youth, 
Strong in the knowledge and the strength 

of truth, 
Laughs at the chains a superstitious age 
Forged for the mind of pagan seer and sage. 
The world-famed Doctors of Apollo’s creed 
That from the Kingdoms came, the envied 

mead 
Of glory in the strife of minds to gain, 
Conquered and mute before the matchless 

strain 
Of wisdom, that from out thy very heart 
Did flow, with truth-enflamed souls depart. 
As, when the first mad sunbeam of the 

dawn 
Reddens the dew-kissed cheeks of drowsy 

morn, 
The hills awake, and mystic shadow-land 

Bursts into life before his flaming brand; 
So, too, that Christ-sent eloquence of thine 
Kindled in darkened souls the flame divine. 
Nay, more! For as Aeolia’s forest-kind 
Give back the numbers of the Autumn wind 
In passing wierd and magic minstrelsy, 
Till hill and dale take up the harmony; 
So in their heart of hearts thine anthem 

rang—- 
The same sweet melody the angel sang, 
And they that strove to take from thee thy 

Lord, 
Bowed their proud heads to Him thy soul 

adored. 
These were thy triumphs. Oh, that Death 

had stayed 
Till Time and Mind were in the balance 

weighed! 
What lips had sung thy praise ? 
Full in thy spring-time days, 

Like fair Anemone, whose fairy breath 
But newly blown is stilled in silent death, 
Ere yet it thrilled beneath the cheering ray 
Of Summer’s warmth, thy spirit passed 

away, 
Crushed at the baffled tyrant’s fell com- 

mand— 
A lily in the Frost-King’s mailed hand. 
And can it be that heaven’s work is naught ? 
That frames like thine in God’s own work- 

house wrought 
Can feel the cruel pangs of earthly pain ? 
Ah, no ! The torture racked thy flesh in 

vain. 
In vain the flashing sword, the arrow’s flight; 
For as this base world faded on thy sight, 
A radiant angel bore to highest heaven 
A soul, which unto earth had ne’er been 

given. 
H. A. G., S. J. 

A. B. ’95; A. M. ’96. 
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A CHRISTMAS TALE. 

TWO young Americans had left New 
York harbor, on the first day of Sep- 

tember, 1888, to spend the winter in Italy 
and Switzerland. They arrived in Europe 
in due time, and after the fall had been 
spent in the little hamlets at the foot of 
the Alps, the young Americans decided to 
spend Christmas up in the mountains, 
among the simple folk of whom they had 
heard so much. They had heard that the 
peasants considered Christmas the greatest 
day in the year, and that the festivals they 
held at that time were very beautiful and 
interesting. 

The greatest of these festivals was to be 
held at Blenheim, so they made that their 
destination. All the houses in the village 
had been freshly painted, as the custom was, 
with pictures representing various scenes 
found in the New Testament, such as The 
Birth, The Annunciation, The Finding in 
the Temple, and the like. The windows 
of even the humblest cottage were filled 
with wreaths of winter flowers. Gay- 
colored flags and banners hung from every 
housetop. Small bands of singers, dressed 
in fantastic costumes, roamed the streets at 
nightfall, singing beautiful melodies. Every- 
where there was the suggestion of gayety. 

All this was new and interesting to our 
young foreigners. They found much de- 
light in going around to the various houses, 
visiting the village folk, and listening to 
the legends and stories told around the 
firesides at this time of the year. 

But they were impatient to see the Alps 
in their winter coat of snow, and they set 
about making arrangements for a journey 
to the peaks. 

It was difficult to obtain a guide at this 
time of year, but with the offer of a little 

extra money they finally obtained one and 
started out on the twenty-third of Decem- 
ber to climb the peak, intending to be back 
by the evening of the twenty-fourth, when 
the festivities would begin in earnest. 

The two boys and their guide stopped 
that night at a little hut far up the moun- 
tain side. Rising early the next morning, 
they reached the very crown of the peak 
just as the first rays of the winter sun 
burst over the horizon. 

How grand was the view! Before them 
stretched a series of a snow-clad giants 
made iridescent by the blazing rays of the 
morning sun. It was as though some fay, in 
its flight through space, had sprinkled the 
jewels of all its kingdom over these grandest 
of mountains. Here and there lay some 
dark valleys into which the rays had not 
yet penetrated, and these only served to 
bring out the brilliant peaks in greater 
contrast. On looking down directly be- 
neath them, the young travellers could see 
the sleeping village, which they had left 
the day before, still shrouded in the misty 
light of early dawn and looking more like 
some child’s toy metropolis than a village 
containing some six thousand souls. 

The tourists partook of the little lunch 
that they had with them, and then started 
upon the perilous descent. The guide 
urged them to hasten their steps, for to 
his experienced eye the appearance of the 
rising sun betokened a change of weather, 
and he feared a snow-storm would be 
upon them before they reached Blenheim. 

His instinct had not deceived him, for by 
noon large gray clouds were racing across 
the sky, and the sun, which had been so 
bright at first, now burned a dull greyish 
red, as if some evil genius had thrown his 
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mantle over that fiery orb. The air was 
still as cold and penetrating as it had been 
on the summit, although they had de- 
scended some hundred feet. 

At two o’clock a mist of snow began to 
whirl through the air. The guide showed 
some uneasiness, and finally suggested that 
they had better stop and try to make them- 
selves comfortable for the night in the lea of 
some sheltering cliff. The boys, however, 
were anxious to reach the village in time for 
the beginning of the festivals, so they 
kept on. 

After only a few more feet in the de- 
scent had been accomplished, it began to 
grow suddenly dark, and in a few minutes 
a whirling, driving blizzard was upon them. 
They all saw that it was useless to try to 
finish the descent in so blinding a storm, 
so they gathered together to decide what 
had best be done. 

It was determined that the guide should 
go a little in advance of the two boys, so 
as to find the direct route they were to 
follow, and save the boys from losing 
themselves in the many by-ways along the 
pass. The guide was to keep up a con- 
tinuous shouting, so that the boys could 
follow easily. They started on, each peer- 
ing through the snow with all his might, 
for some place sheltered by a projecting 
cliff, where they could pass the night. 

All this time the darkness was growing 
deeper and deeper, the cold more and more 
intense, while the snow fell faster and 
thicker. 

Scarcely had the boys taken twenty steps 
when a wild rushing sound came to their 
ears, growing louder each instant. Sud- 
denly the shouting of their guide ceased, 
and they were left standing alone—alone— 
on that mountain side, with darkness clos- 

ing rapidly around them—alone in that 
blinding snow-storm with nothing to tell 
them where to find protection from the 
threatening dangers. 

They realized what had caused that rush- 
ing sound, and what had hushed the shout- 
ing of the guide. A snow slide had been 
started from far above them by the extra 
weight of the fast falling snow, and had 
come rushing down the mountain side 
sweeping their guide off the pass into the 
valley below. 

The boys saw that they must either 
move on or be frozen to death, so they 
started on their course not knowing where 
it would lead them, but hoping that they 
would find some shelter to protect them 
from the fury of the elements. 

It was quite dark and they had to feel 
their way along the narrow ledge with un- 
usual caution, for they were in momentary 
danger of being thrown off the pass by the 
wind which blew the snow into their faces, 
as they rounded the crags, causing them to 
bleed and smart painfully. 

They pushed on manfully, feeling from 
time to time as though they could go no 
farther, and that they must give up the 
struggle. 

Suddenly as they turned around one of 
the huge rocks that obstructed the pass, 
they beheld a light in front of them. At 
first they felt that it was but a fancy con- 
jured up by their benumbed brains. But 
on coming closer they saw that the light 
proceeded from a window in a small hut. 

How their hearts beat and sent the chilled 
blood through their veins, making them 
forget for the moment their half-frozen 
condition. 

They came up, and on looking in the win- 
dow beheld an old man with a long, white 
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beard, and in mountaineer’s costume, sit- 
ting in front of the hearth, on which 
blazed a fire of huge logs. The fire lighted 
up the whole room so that the boys could 
see that the old man was the sole occupant. 
He seemed to be in deep meditation for he 
kept nodding his head at the fire and rock- 
ing to and fro. 

The boys would have stood longer watch- 
ing the odd picture before them, but the 
wind and snow came on harder and faster, 
reminding them of their condition, and 
they stepped quickly to the door, giving a 
loud rap. 

Instantly they heard above the noise of 
the blizzard, the old man demand in a loud 
voice: 

“ Who’s there ? ” 
“ Two American tourists lost in the 

blizzard. Open the door before we freeze 
to death.” 

The door was quickly unbarred and 
opened. The boys stepped in hastily, fol- 
lowed by a cloud of snow that flew all 
over the room, covering the floor with its 
whiteness. The fire belched forth a vol- 
ume of smoke and sparks as the old man 
closed and bolted the door. 

The elder of the boys seeing how sullenly 
the old man looked at them as he came 
over from the door, felt that an explana- 
tion was necessary. 

“ We will have to ask your pardon for 
intruding, but we would like to ask for 
shelter from the storm. We went up 
the peak to see the sunrise this morning 
and were overtaken by the storm, as we 
descended. Our guide was swept over the 
pass by an avalanche, and we gave ourselves 
up for lost till we saw the light of your 
window.” 

“ Aye, ’twas just such a story they told 
me this eve thirty years ago. Since then, 

US 

my boys, I have been slow to welcome 
strangers, but ’twould be murder to turn a 
man out of doors such a night as this. 
Then I should be such as they. Oh! that 
night! It is as fresh in my memory as if 
it were but yesterday. But here, you boys 
have honest faces. Take off those furs, 
while 1 put some gruel on to cook, and get 
out some wine. We’ll soon be all snug.” 

“Thank you; thank you.” And the 
young Americans busied themselves in 
warming their stiffened limbs and getting 
off their furs. The old man having taken 
down a flask of wine from a shelf in the 
corner, poured out three glasses. 

The young men drank off their glasses 
eagerly, as they sat down, but the old man 
fell again into his meditation as soon as he 
was seated, and left the wine untasted. 

The boys sat watching him for a little 
while, fearing to ask the many questions 
they wished concerning the night of which 
he had spoken. Presently the younger 
boy tendered this question. • 

“ Do you live here all alone ? ” 
“Yes,” said the old man, looking up and 

around the room at the vacant chairs. 
“ Why do you ? 1 should think it would 

be awfully lonesome.” 
“ Lonesome it is, my boy; but it is a 

long, sad story as to why I live alone. 
You would only grow tired of hearing it.” 

“ Oh, no. Tell us about it. We should 
like to hear.” 

“ Well, my boys, I once had a happy 
home, a wife and child.—Oh, wind! howl 
on—howl on. Shake this humble house 
as you like. I care not for your angry 
cursing.—Yes, thirty years ago this night, 
Christmas eve, they were taken from me. 
Thirty years! How long shall I live this 
life of solitude ? ” 

“You had a wife and child, and they 
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were taken from you thirty years ago? 
How ? ” 

“By Fra Diavolo.” 

“ Fra Diavolo ? Why, he is that brigand 
of whom we heard.” 

“Yes, Fra Diavolo. He killed them. 
Curse him.” 

“ Tell us the whole story, please, if you 
don’t mind.” 

“ It was just as 1 say. Thirty years ago 
this very night, and just such a night, too. 
I had made a great deal of money that 
fall in a big sheep deal, so 1 had gone 
down to Blenheim to buy some presents 
for my wife and child the day before 
Christmas. While buying these, some of 
the bystanders probably saw my heavy 
purse, and that is what caused the whole 
trouble. In those days Fra Diavolo had 
spies in every village in all Switzerland, it 
seemed. 

“ Well, we fixed up a Christmas tree 
for the little one and we had had quite a 
merry evening. My wife and 1 watched 
the child play with its toys, and talked of 
the days of future happiness that lay be- 
fore us until the baby grew tired and asked 
to be put to bed. 

“After my wife had sung the little one 
to sleep, she put on a pot of wheat por- 
ridge to cook, and as we were sitting 
there in front of the fire waiting for our 
meal, she began to talk about the awful 
weather. She said how thankful we ought 
to be for our shelter, and how awful it 
would be to be out a night like that. Just 
then there came a knock at the door. Both 
of us jumped up. It was so sudden and 
unexpected. She gave a little scream and 
clung to my neck. Ah, if she had only 
known what fitting cause she had for her 
terror. 

“At first I did not want to open the door, 

but when she recovered from her fright 
she begged me to do so, and as the wind 
moaned and sighed around the house, 1 
thought how I would feel if 1 was on the 
outside. I went to the door and opened it. 
There stood a man covered from head to 
foot with snow, and looking the picture of 
misery. He came in, and my wife seeing 
his condition began to get something with 
which to warm him. 

“ He said he was a traveler who had lost 
his way and that he wanted shelter. He 
did not say much, but just stood silent and 
pretended to be very cold. 

“ We gave him some whisky, and wanted 
to put him to bed. But he would not let 
us. Good reason he had for remaining up. 
He said he would rather sit up in a chair 
near the fire, so we gave him his way. 
Soon he pretended to fall asleep. 

“ My wife and I sat up awhile longer, 
then went to bed. 

“ How long 1 slept 1 know not. 1 was 
suddenly aware that my wife was scream- 
ing. 1 jumped up. The room was full 
of ruffians shouting, Fra Diavolo! Fra 
Diavolo! I started at one of the men 
with my knife, but just then I was struck 
from behind. 1 was soon unconscious and 
knew no more. 

“ When I awoke to consciousness next 
day the sun was shining in the window. 
I was half frozen. The room was full of 
snow and everything broken to pieces. I 
arose, and there near the threshold lay my 
poor wife dead. Dead, with the cruel 
knife still sticking in her breast. I tore a 
strip off the blanket and bound my head, 
for the wound 1 had received started to 
bleed afresh as 1 lifted my wife's body on 
the bed. 

“After this my first thought was to look 
for the child. I found it just outside the 
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door frozen. The poor little thing lay 
there with its sweet face turned up to 
heaven, whither its soul had flown. 1 
buried them both the next day in a pretty 
spot down in the valley where I can see 
the graves from my door. 

“ Now, my boys, do you wonder why I 
live here all alone ? ” 

The old man had been weeping during 
the last of his story, and now his head 
sank forward on his knees, his whole frame 
shaking with convulsive sobs. 

The boys were much moved, and rising, 
got their blankets in silence, and going over 
to the corner, were soon asleep. 

When they awoke early the next morn- 
ing, the old man had breakfast waiting 
for them. While eating, one of the boys 
asked: 

“ By the way, whatever became of Fra 
Diavolo, if you don’t mind my asking ? ” 

“ Oh, 1 met him one day over in Seidel- 
burg, hanging on a tree. 1 took my hat 
off to him as I passed, but he did not re- 
turn the salute,” and the old man gave a 
gruff chuckle. 

After breakfast, as it had ceased snow- 
ing and the boys were anxious to get a 
search party to hunt for the poor guide, 
the old man showed them the way to 
Blenheim. He made them promise to 
come up to see him again before leaving 
Switzerland. So, thanking him for his 
hospitality, they said good-bye. 

Imagine their surprise and happiness 
when just as they were nearing Blenheim 
they heard a voice calling, and on turning 
around they beheld their guide running 
after them. He, it seemed, heard the 
avalanche coming and jumped under a 
cliff, where he was hemmed in by the 
snow which fell around him. In the 
morning he had easily worked his way 
out, and was returning to tell the people 
that the boys were lost. 

The tourist stayed in Blenheim till the 
end of May, making many trips among 
the Alps, often guided and entertained by 
the man who told the Christmas Tale. 

MANSON GILBERT. 

A SKETCH OF THE GRECIAN TRAGEDY. 

WE know from our mythology that a cus- 
tom of holding festivals in honor of 

the deities of the wood, stream, and hill, was 
observed among the agricultural population 
of early Greece; but just when these fes- 
tivals began to be celebrated we have no 
accurate means of ascertaining. We know, 
also, that music and poetry, wherever they 
exist, are employed almost invariably in 
the services of divine worship. And in 
Greece, preeminently the land of the song 

and lyre, this practice prevailed from the 
earliest days. 

With the festivals held in honor of 
Dionysus, or Bacchus, the god of wine, 
both the Comedy and the Tragedy of the 
Greeks were intimately connected. To 
this deity the theatre was consecrated, and 
it was at his festivals that the plays were 
acted. Now, the worship of Dionysus in 
Greece had a double aspect—joyous and 
sorrowful. The joyous festivals were held 
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in the spring and summer of the year, 
when the face of nature was full of vigor, 
when the grapes were ripening, and the 
vintage time was close at hand. The sor- 
rowful commemorated the sadness of the 
autumn and winter, when nature was 
stripped of all her vernal beauty and every 
thing was desolate. Hence we find two 
distinct branches of musical and choral art 
connected with the Dionysiac rites—the 
one jovial, the other marked by the enthusi- 
asm of a wild grief. From the former of 
these sprang Comedy; from the latter, 
Tragedy. 

At first all the worshippers were free to 
join in the celebration, but in course of 
time a regular chorus was chosen to sing 
and dance within a circle of stones, while 
the great crowd of people stood outside 
and witnessed the ceremonies of the festival. 
The Dithyrambs, or odes, sung by the 
chorus were, of course, at first rude and 
inartistic. Arion, bom at Lesbos, about 
628 B. G, is said to have first cultivated 
the Dithyramb and to have written mag- 
nificent odes for recitation by the chorus 
in their revolutions around the Thymele, 
or altar of Bacchus, which was placed in 
the middle of this circle. His chorus, to 
represent the woodland comrades of the 
god, was attired in goat-skins; hence came 
the name of Tragedy or Goat-song. 

In the beginning, the Dithyrambic odes 
celebrated only mythical incidents con- 
nected with the worship of Dionysus, but 
by degrees they were so extended as to 
embrace the history of the exploits of any 
illustrious hero. Here, then, we find the 
first step in the evolution of Grecian 
Tragedy from the Dithyrambic chorus, 
namely, the introduction of Homeric legends 
into the ode. Then came the addition of 
an actor, whose introduction is generally 

ascribed to Thespis, a native of Icaria, a 
village near Athens. This actor not only 
recited passages of narrative, but also ex- 
changed speech with the chorus, and in 
course of time came to personate the hero, 
the history of whose tragic woes was being 
recited. The actor stood on a platform 
raised a few feet above the orchestra of the 
chorus. 

Besides this introduction, Thespis also 
did much for the development of the 
chorus itself. He invented dances which 
must have possessed great merit and excel- 
lence, for they were popular for four 
generations. He, too, probably first re- 
duced the various elements of Tragedy 
into some kind of unity, and fixed the 
outlines of the Tragic art. 

After Thespis came Phrynichus, who 
was the first to introduce female characters 
into the drama. Then came Pratinas, who 
changed the attire of the chorus to suit 
the action of the piece, for, hitherto, no 
matter what was the subject of the play, 
they always wore goat-skins. 

The only important changes afterwards 
made in Grecian Tragedy were the intro- 
duction of a second actor by AEschylus, of 
a third by Sophocles, and the gradual 
diminution of the importance of the chorus. 
The choric element, which had been every- 
thing in the beginning, gradually declined 
as the dialogue was perfected, until in the 
days of Euripides it formed a compara- 
tively insignificant part of the tragedy. 
Yet it never entirely lost its place. It re- 
mained to mark the origin of the Drama, 
and to be a symbol of the essentially relig- 
ious purpose of the Tragedy. 

We have seen now how tragedy, from 
a lyric stock, developed a dramatic off- 
shoot. Let us now consider some of the 
points in which the ancient Grecian tragedy 
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differs from that of our own day, or the 
Romantic, as it is called. In setting out 
upon this task it will be well for us ever to 
remember that a theatrical representation 
of the Greeks was not an entertainment, 
but a solemn national and religious festival. 
Hence the purpose of the ancient drama- 
tists was to elevate the people, to inspire 
them with true religious feelings, to reveal 
the truth which the old stories of the gods 
and heroes contained, or which they might 
be made to symbolize, using these legends as 
vehicles for conveying to the populace pro- 
found philosophical ideas regarding the 
divine government of the world. 

Hence the ancient dramatists were ham- 
pered in their choice of subjects. They 
were never at liberty to invent. They were 
bound to keep in view the traditional in- 
terpretation of the legends to which a semi- 
religious importance was attached. Modern 
dramatists, on the contrary, are at liberty 
to choose their subjects from the whole 
range of human history, and they can in- 
vent motives with a view to the exhibition 
of varied character, force of passion, or 
tragic effect. Again, the fundamental idea 
of Grecian tragedy was the Doctrine of 
Nemesis. For just as we have softened 
and modified the old Hebrew idea that all 
suffering is Divine punishment for sin, 
evolving from it the Christian doctrine of 
affliction, which regards a great part of 
human woes and ills, not as penal inflic- 
tions, but rather as trials intended as a 
means of spiritual development, so the 
Greeks modified the doctrine that attributed 
to the anger of the gods the sudden reverses 
of fortune and the sudden downfalls of the 
prosperous, until at last they came to hold 
that it is not mere prosperity itself, but the 
pride and arrogance attendant thereon, that 
arouse the wrath and opposition of the gods. 

But modern dramatists have no such cen- 
tral idea upon which to weave the plot of 
their tragedies. 

Again, the conception of retributive jus- 
tice pervades the whole tragedy of the 
Greeks. The Grecian tragedians supply 
both the problem and its solution. In 
almost every one of the ancient tragedies 
we see an exemplification of the favorite 
Greek maxim—-<s SpaaavTi -adsTv—the 
guilty must suffer. Such is not the case in 
modern tragedy. It brings no dominant 
moral or religious conception into the 
sphere of art. Shakespere, the inventor of 
the Romantic tragedy, is content with 
placing before our eyes the spectacle of 
human existence, and leaves us to moralize 
upon it as we see fit. It is enough for him 
to exhibit humanity in conflict; to enlist 
our sympathy on the side of what is noble; 
to arouse our pity at the sight of the inno- 
cent in suffering. 

Then, too, we must remember that the 
Grecian audience knew beforehand what 
course of action the play would take. 
The old legends of the gods and heroes 
were as familiar to them as our nursery 
rhymes are to us. The art of the poet, 
therefore, consisted in so developing his 
characters, and connecting his incidents, as 
to arouse the attention of his hearers. We 
have an excellent example of this in the 
OEdipus Rex of Sophocles. Poor OEdipus 
himself did not know his horrible story, 
while the spectators knew it well. Hence 
every word he uttered in his pride and 
arrogance was ironical. Every incident 
brought him nearer to the fearful doom 
which was awaiting him. 

In modern tragedy all is different. When 
we attend a theatre these days, we do not. 
as a rule, know just how things will turn out; 
whether suffering and resignation in woe 
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will be rewarded or condemned to further 
punishment; whether baseness and wicked- 
ness will triumph over virtue and goodness. 
The outcome is generally doubtful. Hence 
tragic irony is not a common element in 
modern tragedy. 

Among the ancient dramatists, Euripides 
usually prefixed to his pieces a prologue 
descriptive of the action. Our tragedies 
open only with such scenes as render the 
immediate action of the play intelligible. 

Then, again, the Greek tragedians con- 
fine themselves to serious events, to what 
is grave, terrible and pathetic, rigidly ex- 
cluding all that is comical or too familiar. 
The English idea of tragedy is very dif- 
ferent from all this. It has been truly 
said that the romantic tragedy is as dif- 
ferent from the classic as a magnificent 
and wild landscape is from a beautiful and 
regular garden. As in a landscape, we 
may have towering mountains, deep gorges 
and frightful precipices interspersed with 
delightful vales, clear lakes, and refreshing 
fountains, so in romantic tragedy we may 
have tender pathos, loud merriment, and 
buffoonery all mixed together in endless 
profusion. To confirm this statement, I 
can do no better than quote the words of 
Schlegel, the celebrated critic: 

“ The ancient art of poetry,” he says, 
“ rigorously separated all things which are 

dissimilar. The romantic delights in indis- 
soluble mixtures and contrarieties; nature 
and art, poetry and prose, seriousness and 
mirth, recollection and anticipation, spir- 
ituality and sensuality, terrestrial and 
celestial, life and death, are by it blended 
together in the most intimate combina- 
tion.” 

The Greek tragedians, moreover, rigidly 
observed the three unities of action, time, 
and place. That is to say, they admitted no 
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scene into their plays that did not affect 
the final issue of the piece. All the events 
narrated in the action were supposed to 
have taken place in a single day. And as 
the Grecian stage, as a rule, was never de- 
serted during the whole play, every action 
was laid on the same spot. Among modern 
dramatists, Shakespeare has, of course, ob- 
served the unity of action in all of his 
tragedies, since, indeed, it is as essential in a 
tragedy as organic coherence in a physical 
body. But the other two unities have been 
wholly disregarded. Our dramatists may 
make the events enumerated in their plays 
extend over a space of many years, and, 
again, can change the scenes as often as 
they wish. 

We have now seen how the immersion 
of Grecian tragedy in religious ideas; the 
subject-matter to which the Grecian 
dramatists had to restrict themselves; the 
doctrine they had ever to inculcate; and 
the means they made use of for this end, 
account for some of the differences be- 
tween the ancient classical and the modern 
romantic tragedy. 

But if the Grecian tragedy differed essen- 
tially from our own in these points, it was 
even more dissimilar in respect to the mode 
and circumstances of its representation. It 
will be worth our while, then, to consider 
separately the distinguishing peculiarities 
of a Greek dramatic exhibition. For this 
purpose, we shall discuss successively the 
points of difference as they relate to the 
time, the place, the audience, the actors, 
the chorus, and the scenic dresses and 
ornaments. 

First, then, with regard to the time. 
There have been great diversities of 

opinion in regard to the number of Attic 
“ Dionysia.” It appears, however, to be now 
pretty generally agreed among scholars 
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that there were four Bacchic feasts in the 
sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth months re- 
spectively of the Attic year. 

1st. The “country Dionysia,” which 
were celebrated all over Attica during the 
latter part of December and the beginning 
of January. The plays presented at this 
festival were old, often those that had been 
presented the preceding year at the “ great 
Dionysia.” 

2d. The “ Lenaea,” which were cele- 
brated during the latter part of January 
and the first part of February at Athens, 
on a particular spot called the “ Lenaeon,” 
where the first wine-press was erected. 
This was, like the “ country Dionysia,” a 
vintage festival, and it seems probable that 
some new plays were presented at this 
festival. 

3d. The “Anthesteria,” celebrated during 
the month of “ Anthesterion.” This fes- 
tival was celebrated during three days. On 
the first, the new wine was drawn from the 
cask; on the second, it was tasted; the 
third day was devoted to banqueting. There 
seems to be some doubt as to whether any 
plays were presented at this festival. But 
we may reasonably conjecture that the 
tragedians read at this festival the tragedies 
they had composed for the great festival 
in the following month, and even, perhaps, 
then held preliminary contests, that they 
might employ the intervening month in 
perfecting the actors and chorus in their 
respective parts. 

4th. The “great Dionysia,” celebrated 
at Athens between the eighth and the 
eighteenth of the month of “Elaphebolion”; 
the Attic month corresponding to our March. 
It was at this great festival that the new 
tragedies were presented, and when the 
“ Dionysia ” are mentioned hereafter, this 
festival is always to be understood, unless 

it is otherwise stated. At the time of this 

celebration there was always a great con- 
course of strangers in Athens. The allies 
were present to pay their tributes; there 
were visitors from all parts of Greece; 
and, in fine, strangers from all parts of the 
civilized world, for these “ Dionysia” were 
the dramatic Olympia of Greece. If a 
dramatist wished to contend at this festival 
he selected his subject and wrote four 
pieces on it—three tragedies, and a satyric 
piece, or farce. These plays were sub- 
mitted to the chief archon, who examined 
them, and, if he deemed them worthy, 
assigned the poet a chorus and three actors, 
chosen by lot. The poet trained his actors, 
while the choragus devoted himself entirely 
to the chorus. When the day for the con- 
test came, five judges were appointed by 
lot to decide upon the plays. The archon 
administered the oath to them, and, in case 
of their judging with partiality or injustice, 
they were heavily fined. The successful 
poet was crowned with ivy and his name 
was proclaimed to the vast audience. The 
victorious choragus generally dedicated a 
tablet to Bacchus, on which was inscribed 
his own name, together with that of his 
poet, and the archon. It is impossible now 
to ascertain the average number of pieces 
produced at one representation. Perhaps, 
from ten to twelve plays were presented in 
a single day. 

So much for the time. Let us now say 
a few words about the place, or the theatre. 

The term theatre naturally leads us to 
think of our own play-houses; yet nothing 
could be more distinct from our theatre in 
its entire structure than was that of the 
Greeks. Probably the most magnificent 
theatre of the Greeks was that of Bacchus 
at Athens, which was begun in 500 B. C. 
and completed in 38I B. C., when Lycur- 
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gus was master of the treasury. Before 
this time the Thespian interludes had. been 
acted on a wooden scaffolding. This fell 
down on one occasion, and so alarmed the 
Athenians that they straightway began 
work on the theatre of Bacchus. The new 
theatre, hewn from the solid rock, stood 
on the southeastern eminence of the Acrop- 
olis. It could seat comfortably, according 
to Plato, about 30,000 spectators, whose 
faces were turned towards Hymettus and 
the sea, and from this circumstance we can 
at once perceive why the ancient dramatists 
used so many nautical figures of speech. 
The stage fronted the Acropolis, and the 
actors were within full view of the Par- 
thenon and the statue of Pallas Athene. 
The whole was open to the air, and hence 
we find so many apostrophes to light in 
the ancient tragedies. There were about 
one hundred rows of seats, that arose one 
above another, and the whole was topped 
by a portico, adorned with statues and sur- 
mounted by a balustraded terrace. From 
the level below to the portico above, several 
flights of stairs radiated, which divided the 
whole structure into wedge-like masses; 
and these were subdivided into two or three 
broad belts by passages called SiaZduara, 
or girdles. The seats nearest the level 
space, being best adapted for hearing and 
seeing, were considered the seats of honor, 
and were reserved for senators, magistrates, 
priests., and the guests of the republic. The 
body of citizens was probably arranged 
according to their respective tribes, while 
the young men sat apart in a division es- 
pecially arranged for them. Women, who 
were admitted only to the tragedies, prob- 
ably sat on one of the highest tiers. 
Strangers and sojourners also had their 
places allotted them. The seats of the 
spectators, hollowed out of the hill-side. 
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embraced a little more than a full semi- 
circle, and the chord which subtended this 
arc was called the “ skene,” or background 
of the stage. In front of the “ skene ” and 
corresponding to the middle portion of it, 
ran a shallow platform called the “Logeion,” 
which formed the stage proper. On this 
platform, raised to a level with the lowest 
tier of seats, all the action of the play took 
place. The actors came on it through 
three openings in the “ skene,” which, by 
established practice, designated the rank of 
the characters as they came on; the highly 
decorated door in the middle with the altar 
of Apollo on the right being assigned to 
royalty; the two side entrances to inferior 
personages. Hence, if an actor entered 
through the middle portal the audience 

knew that he would play the principal part, 
and if he entered through one of the side 
doors he was to play one of the two in- 
ferior parts. So also, all persons who 
made their appearance from the right side 
of the stage were understood to come from 
the country, while such as came in on the 
left side were supposed to come from town. 
The chorus had its own allotted station— 
the semi-circular pit between the lowest 
tier of spectators and the flight of stairs 
leading to the stage. In the middle of this 
pit, which was about twelve feet beneath 
the lowest range of seats, was placed the 
“ThymeH,” or altar of Bacchus, around 
which the chorus moved while executing 
its dances, and where it stood while wit- 
nessing the action on the stage; for the 
chorus never left its station to mount the 
stage and mingle with the actors. Fitting 
it was for the orchestra to be in the middle 
of the theatre, since it was around the 
choric element that the grand fabric of the 
Grecian tragedy was woven. 

Now, as intercourse between heaven and 
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earth is very frequent in the Grecian 
tragedies, aerial contrivances had to be 
devised for the gods. If a deity was to be 
shown in converse, an aerial platform 
called the “ Theologeion,” surrounded and 
concealed by clouds, was suspended from 
the massive buildings which flanked the 
stage on either side. If a god or hero was 
to be seen flying through the void of sky, 
there was a set of ropes which served this 
purpose. If, on the other hand, the drama- 
tist wished to bring personages from Hades, 
there was beneath the stairs, which led 
from the orchestra to the “ Logeion,” a 
trap-door with another flight of stairs, 
called the Steps of Charon, through which 
the shades of the deceased entered and 
disappeared. There were also other de- 
vices as the “ Mechane ” and “ Geranos,” 
which were used to catch up persons from 
the earth and swing them into the circle of 
clouds. When the action of the play de- 
manded thunder and lightning, bladders 
filled with, pebbles were rolled over sheets 
of copper, while from the top of the stage 
buildings, lightning was made to play 
between the clouds. Indeed the stage 
machinery of the ancient theatre seems to 
have comprehended all that modern inge- 
nuity has devised. Concerning the scenery 
we are scarcely able to form any adequate 
idea, but we may rest assured that it cor- 
responded to the grandeur and magnificence 
of the theatre. 

We have probably, ere this, gotten some 
idea of the colossal dimensions of the 
ancient Grecian theatre. If, as we are 
told, it could seat 30,000 persons, the 
length of the “ Dromos/' or that part of 
the orchestra which lay without the con- 
cavity of seats and ran along on either 
hand to the boundary wall of the theatre, 
must, at the lowest estimate, have been four 

hundred feet, and a spectator in the high- 
est tier of seats must have been at least 
three hundred feet from the actor on the 
“ Logeion.” Such was the ancient theatre 
in which the grand old tragedies were 
acted before thousands and thousands of 
spectators. We shall now say a few words 
about the audience. 

In the beginning no admission money 
was demanded. The theatre was built at 
the public expense, and was, therefore, 
open to every individual. But in a short 
time, the constant crowding and quarreling 
for seats among so vast a multitude made 
it necessary to fix the entrance price of 
each person at one drachma, or about 
eighteen cents of our money. 

This regulation, of course, debarred the 
poorer class from their favorite entertain- 
ment and was too unpopular to continue 
long unrepealed. Pericles, wishing to in- 
crease his own popularity, soon brought in a 
decree which enacted that the price of 
admission should be reduced to two obols, 
or about seven cents; and further, that 
one of the magistrates should furnish this 
money to anyone who might apply for it, 
provided such person’s name was on the 
book of citizens. The money appropriated 
for this purpose was the fund which had 
been contributed by the allies for carrying- 
on the Persian war, and by degrees this 
fund which should have been used for the 
common defence of Greece was squandered 
in gratifying the idle pleasure of the 
Athenian people. Thus Pericles, by what 
he thought to be an act of kindness, in 
reality worked a great evil for the republic. 

But to get back to our subject. This 
entrance money was paid to the lessee of 
the theatre, who paid the rent and made 
the necessary repairs out of the proceeds. 
The spectators hastened to the theatre at 
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daybreak that they might get the best 
seats, and during the performances, which 
commenced very early in the morning, 
they refreshed themselves with light re- 
pasts. They were very vehement in ex- 
pressing both their admiration for good 
and their contempt for bad acting. When 
an actor played his part well, they 
applauded him to the echo, but when, on 
the other hand, he acted badly, they as- 
saulted him with every species of missile 
at hand, drove him from the stage and 
bade the herald summon another to take 
his place. We may marvel at this, but we 
must remember that the Athenians in the 
days of Pericles had a highly cultivated 
artistic sense. They were, probably, as 
highly educated as the British House of 
Commons. “For the house is clever.” 
said Aristophanes, one of the cleverest of 
them all. It is true that they did not pos- 
sess the magnificent libraries we have. In 
fact, they had very few books, but they 
knew those few well; and we all know 
that a man may learn more by diligently 
and carefully perusing a few good books, 
than by turning over the leaves of a whole 
library. Apart from this, an Athenian, as 
Macaulay truly says, in the time of Pericles 
could converse almost every morning with 
Socrates. He heard Pericles speak four or 
five times a month; he saw the plays of 
Sophocles and Aristophanes; he walked 
amidst the friezes of Phidias and the 
paintings of Zeuxis; and he knew by 
heart the choruses of AEschylus. Perhaps 
we can now more readily understand how 
bad acting could have been so abominable 
to an Athenian mind. Let us now turn to 
the actors. 

At first, as we have seen, the members 
of the chorus were the only performers. 
Thespis first introduced an actor distinct 

from that body; AEschylus added a second, 
and Sophocles a third, which number was 
never afterwards increased. Hence, when 
three actors were on the stage and a fourth 
was to come on, one of the three had to 
retire, change his dress, and return as the 
fourth personage. The poet, however, 
could introduce as many mutes, as soldiers 
or attendants, as he liked, The three actors 
were called “protogonistes,” “ deuterago- 
nistes,” and “ tritagonistes,” respectively, 
according as each one performed the prin- 
cipal or one of the two inferior parts. That 
they might the better fit themselves for 
their art, they exercised frequently on the 
palaestra, and observed a rigid diet that 
their voices might be strong and clear. 
Their salary was often very high, the cele- 
brated Polus often receiving a talent, or 
about $1,000 for two days’ work. 

The actors, moreover, were frequently 
prominent in the affairs of the republic. 
We are told by Demosthenes that the cele- 
brated orator, AEschines, was once a trita- 
gonist; we are told by the same author 
that the actor Aristodemus was sent 
on the peace embassy of Philocrates, and 
we have many other proofs to insure us 
that the actors frequently took a leading 
part in the public assembly. Hence, we 
see that eminence in the histrionic pro- 
fession was held in considerable estimation 
in Athens at least. The actors, however, 
as a body, like those of our own day, were 
men of loose and dissipated character, and 
as such, were regarded with unfavorable 
eye by the philosophers and moralists of 
the age. Besides the three actors, the 
chorus, as we know, was essential to every 
Greek tragedy, and we shall now briefly 
consider it. 

The chorus consisted of a band of per- 
sons who were supposed to have been 
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present at the occurrences represented. 
They were actors, or rather spoke and 
sang like one actor, in the drama, for when 
the chorus was to converse with one of the 
principal actors, the choraphaeus mounted 
the “ Thymele,” which was on a level with 
the stage, and spoke for the whole chorus; 
to which circumstance we can attribute 
the use of the singular number which we 
always find in the dialogue between the 
actor and the chorus. From time to time, 
the chorus sang odes on the misfortunes of 
life, the excellence of virtue, the unhappy 
fate of some unfortunate personage, or, 
in fine, upon whatever subject the action of 
the play suggested. While singing these 
choral odes, or, “ stasimons,’’ as they were 
called, to the accompaniment of flutes, the 
performers were also moving through 
dances in accordance with the measure of 
the music, moving during the strophe from 
right to left, during the antistrophe from 
left to right, and stopping at the “ epode ” 

in front of the spectators. 
The number of the tragic chorus appears 

to have been either twelve or fifteen, and 
the members were trained and prepared 
with the greatest care for months before 
the great festival of Dionysius. Each tribe 
furnished a chorus, and was, of course, 
greatly interested in its success. The cho- 
ragi, who were chosen from each tribe, and 
who had to bear all the expense incurred in 
the training, lodging, and maintaining of 
their respective choruses, were animated 
with all the energies of rivalry, and spared 
no expense in equipping their dancers with 
everything that might enable them the 
better to perform their work. The splendor 
of the dresses of the chorus, of the music 
and the dancing, combined with the grand 
and solemn poetry, must have furnished a 
most gratifying sight to the highly culti- 

voted aesthetic sense of the Athenians. It 
remains but to say a few words on the 
scenic dresses and ornaments. 

The Grecian theatre, as we have seen, 
was of colossal dimensions, and, hence, it 
was necessary to make the size of the actors 

proportionate to the immensity of the 
theatre. For this purpose three devices 
were used—the tragic mask, the cothurnus, 
and the “kolpoma.” The mask, which 
was not used until the time of Aeschylus, 
was made of copper or bronze, and, in 
order that the most distant spectators might 
hear the actors, it was connected with a 
periwig, which covered the head and left 
only one passage for the voice, generally 
circular, converging inward, and, from its 
shape and its being lined with brass, re- 
sembling the opening of a speaking-trum- 
pet. These masks are divided by an ancient 
writer into twenty-six classes, and they 
were suited to express every age, sex, 
country, condition, and complexion. The 
shoe of the tragedians was the cothurnus, 
the ancient Cretic hunting boot. This 
shoe was soled with several layers of 
cork, to the thickness of about three 
inches, and was laced up in front as 
high as the calf, which kept the whole 
tight and firm in spite of the enormous 
sole. These buskins were of various 
colors; white being the color commonly 
worn by the ladies; red by warriors. Then 
there were the “ kolpoma,” or stuffings, 
which, when used judiciously, added ex- 
pansion to the chest and shoulders, and 
muscular fulness to the arm and limb. 

The dresses were of various kinds. For 
gods, heroes, and old men, the robe was 
very long, extending almost to the ground. 
The dress of huntsmen, travellers, and 
young nobles was shorter, and sat close to 
the neck. Warriors were arrayed in every 
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kind of armor with plumed helmets. 
Queens and princesses wore a long purple 
robe with a sweeping train. Slaves wore 
a shirt with only one sleeve for the right 
arm, the left being bare to the shoulder. 
Herdsmen or shepherds wore a goat-skin 
tunic without sleeves. A third article of 
dress was the girdle, which, for heroes, was 
very broad, made of scarlet stuff, and 
fringed at the lower edge. For goddesses 
and ladies it was of purple and gold, broad 
and plain. Then there was the mantle, 
which was large enough to cover the whole 
person. The matrons wore this mantle 
veil-like on the head; virgins clasped on 
the shoulder. Such were some of the 
dresses worn in the ancient Grecian tragedy. 

We have now seen that the Grecian 
tragedy had a religious origin and ever 
continued to have a religious character; 

that it presented two distinct features, the 
chorus and the dialogue. We have seen 
how the chorus, at first the all-important 
part, gradually declined as the dialogue was 
perfected; how from the wild and rustic 
festivals, held in the woods in honor of 
Dionysius, was sprung the magnificent 
tragedy acted in the great theatre of Bacchus. 

We have gotten some idea of the Grecian 
theatre, of the actors, the audience, the 
chorus, and the tragic dresses and orna- 
ments. We have passed successively from 
Arion, Thespis, Phrynichus and Prativas, 
down to Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripi- 
des,—down to the golden age of the Attic 

style, when the Grecian tragedy, perhaps 

the most splendid creation of human genius, 
attained its perfection. 

E. J. S., ’01. 

I HAD been six years at college in America 
and had been away from Guinea two 

years before that, but I was still a for- 
eigner, and, despite my endeavors, re- 
tained a decided accent. When first I 
came to college the boys took me out 
quite often, and I met many American 
girls, but they smiled when I talked, 
or asked me to repeat my words, which 

made me so sensitive of my failing that 
1 avoided the girls I knew and refused to 
meet any others. 

Thurdson had been my best friend from 
the first. When we were on the Junior 
side together he used to suggest that this 
and that was more English than my way, 
and 1 soon got to depend on him; and he( 

in turn, liked to hear me tell of my home 
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in the far-away south. As I grew to know 
him better I told him of my mother and 
sister and the girl I was to marry, but 
whom I had not seen since we were chil- 
dren—the family had arranged the match. 
Thurd called it “ hard lines.” I did not 
understand the reason then, and I remem- 
ber saying, “ Why, Thurd, she is pretty and 
has money.” But he called it “ barbarous,” 
and sauntered from the room. I never 
made a confidant of him after that, for 1 
was afraid that he, too, laughed at my 
country. 

1 happened to be in Thurd’s room one 
day during the Christmas holidays, and I 
saw a pile of pictures on his desk, and 
looked over them carelessly. They proved 
to be some pictures of girls, cut from a 
magazine (Thurd was great for such things, 
he had them all over his wall). I came to 
one with large dreamy eyes, a sad, pretty 
mouth, and a strangely sweet expression. 
When those eyes looked into mine in that 
half pitying way, I realized for the first 
time in all those long years of exile, my 
extreme loneliness; and thoughts of home, 
mother, and playmates and Christmas 
long ago, came back to me and overpow- 
ered me, and I threw my head upon the 
table and wept. 

Thurd had gone home on his vacation, 
so 1 took the picture to my room and 
placed it on my mantel. 1 began to love 
it with all my pent-up feelings and emotions, 
and many times that day 1 turned to see 
those sweet eyes looking into mine. 

On Christmas Eve I sat alone in my 
room. The college was quiet except for 
the echo of a footstep of someone hurrying 
down the corridor. I went to the window. 
All was still. No signs of Christmas here. 
The snow had covered the campus; the 
tall, bare trees cast gloomy shadows upon 

it; the bell in the tower seemed loath to 
send its cheer out upon the night air. 1 
could stand it no longer, and hurried out 
past the sleeping porter and soon was 
among the merry Christmas shoppers, who 
were pushing hither and thither, and 
laughing merrily. But each had his own 
little crowd, or was intent on his own pur- 
chases and I felt outside of it all, and alone. 

Suddenly I saw something in a shop 
window which made my dismal thoughts 
vanish, and I was soon among the eager 
ones hurrying into the store. I made my 
purchase and quickly caught the first 
Georgetown car. 1 almost rushed up the 
college steps, and as 1 hastened through the 
corridor and glanced out into the quad, the 
moon was shining dimly, but the lights 
from the chapel windows gleamed softly 
and cast their colored reflection upon the 
glittering snow. The boys were practicing 
the “ Venite Adoremus ” for the morn- 
ing service, and it found a joyful echo in 
my heart, for I, too, was glad. 

I reached my room and was a trifle dis- 
appointed that she—my picture—did not 
look up and smile a greeting. I unbound 
my package and displayed a little bejeweled 
frame. 1 put her in it and replaced it on 
the mantel, and 1 thought 1 saw almost a 
smile of gratitude. 1 was happy, for I felt 
that 1 too could give a present. 

I dreaded the time when the boys would 
return, for I knew they would ask ques- 
tions if they saw it, and 1 hated to put it 
away. Thurdson came back a day before 
1 expected him, and found me talking in 
Spanish to my picture. 1 always spoke in 
that language to her, for 1 thought she 
must understand. I often longed to have 
her pretty lips move and to hear her speak 
my musical tongue. 

In my surprise at seeing Thurd, I turned 
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and, with the picture still in my hand, ad- 
dressed him in Spanish. 

“ Speak English! you Dago! ” he 
grumbled ; but I saw him look at the pic- 
ture and then at me with a pitying smile; 
but he never said anything, if he under- 
stood. 

As time passed 1 began to wonder who 
my picture was—evidently an American, as 
the photograph was taken in New York. 
1 dared not ask Thurd, so I went to New 
York City myself, only to find that the 
photographer had died and that all his 
records had been destroyed. 

I graduated in June, but the longing of 
years, to go home, had turned to dread. 
My sister’s glowing accounts of my fiancee's 
beauty and success at the Capital only 
made me gloomy, and 1 understood now 
why Thurd had called it “ hard lines.” 1 
travelled all over the United States in a 
vain search for the original of my picture— 
If I had found her 1 should never have re- 
turned. 

Late in November I received a letter from 
home. “Now that you have graduated 
why do you not come home ? ” Why, in- 
deed ? I had been chasing an ideal. When 

1 sailed 1 kept the picture by me, and during 
the voyage, but the last night out—it was 
Christmas eve again—I took it to the side 
and leaned far over the rail with it in my 
hand. The moon reflected a ghastly blue- 
green on the waves as they splashed against 
the sides of the ship. The passengers inside 
the cabin were singing Christmas hymns 
and making merry. I took a last long 
look into those eyes, that seemed sad to 
me now. “ Good-bye! I have loved you, 
little girl.” I dropped her frame and all 
(for it was hers) into the deep. 

We landed amid the merry greetings of 
our own people, and I was soon in my 
mother’s arms and then my sister’s; and 
among the dark-skinned damsels, who is 
that I see in the shadow? The same 
eyes—the same sweet, sad mouth, though 
smiling now—the hands outstretched to 
me—it is my picture come to life! All 
else is forgotten in that embrace! 

It all came to me then. My picture was 
my little fiancee, whom I had known as a 
child; and her coming to me amid my 
loneliness in America made me love her as 
1 never could have done otherwise. 

J. E. S., 1901. 
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A TRILOGY OP SONNETS. 

1. 

THE BROKEN RING OF A BROKEN TROTH. 

A broken circlet gleaming in the night, 
And in the soft glow shows a sombre fire— 
Two broken links of a melodious lyre 
That thrilled to every passionate delight! 
How like a discontent thou liest quite 
Alone! Love’s ardor, like a moth, doth 

tire, 
Until at last, high-soaring, and still higher, 
Falls with scorched wings, and fades before 

our sight. 

The fateful symbol of the parted ways, 
Plucked from the dark shall serve a nobler 

praise; 
Not as before, the subject of a nod, 
Nor haply still to feel a ruder saw, 
But where the “ Chalice of the Grapes of 

God” 
Fills the rich twilight with a nameless awe. 

II. 

A HERO’S RUBY FROM A FIELD OF BLOOD. 

Ambers and golden-tinted citadels, 
And red-roofed battlements of stormy 

cloud— 
And over all, a great cry shrilling loud 
And far across high peaks and deep-sown 

dells! 
1 give a Ruby and my head is bowed ; 

A Death-Red Ruby and the story tells 
Of Youth and Fame and all that Honor 

sells; 
A Death-Red Ruby, and my grief is proud. 

And let them lay him where the breezes 
sleep 

With a soft murmur by the sleeping sea, 
But in the quiet of the Sanctuary, 
There on a sacred chalice let it weep, 
The Blood-Red Ruby, weeping all alone ; 
God’s Tear, the Ruby, crystallized in stone. 

111. 

THE WIDOW’S RING WORN THIN WITH 

TOIL. 

Ah, pitiful, most pitiful, the last! 
And mark the man to speak upon its worth! 
The dearest jewel of this human earth 
Lies locked within the portals of the past! 
A thin gold circlet, which the sun-rays cast, 
A softened halo, like the gentle birth 
Of a sweet Spring, or yet a chastened mirth; 
This ring of sorrows fills the Empty Past! 

Fittest of all, if fitness were the word, 
To place it where the Daily Sacrifice 
Goes on unending by all peoples heard! 
The symbol of a glorious blessedness, 
God’s Wine hath need of nothing more 

than this! 
The Chalice of His Love is Sacrifice! 

HARRY CRAIGIE, 'OO. 
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THE PASSING OF TRANSVAAL. 

BUT a short interval had elapsed from 
the time of the formal declaration 

of peace between the United States and 
Spain, when war clouds began to gather 
over the southern extremity of Africa. 
When these evidences of a storm first ap- 
peared there seemed every probability that, 
through the kindly offices of arbitration 
and compromise, they would be dispersed. 
Men were loath to believe that any civi- 
lized people would resort to arms while the 
smoke of battle still hung over a conflict in 
which a nation had spent its best blood, 
had lost its entire navy, and had been de- 
prived of almost every inch of its colonial 
possessions. 

So when we first heard the rumble and 
mutter of a thunder-storm in South Africa 
no one believed it would rain. 

Message after message, carefully worded 

and most conciliatory in tone, was ex- 
changed between the Transvaal Govern- 
ment and Mr. Chamberlain. Though it 
was evident that a vital point of policy was 
at stake, that a principle of international 
law was to be established, there was noth- 
ing to encourage the belief that an actual 
physical conflict was imminent. And so 
for months the affair dragged on, with no 
appreciable advance toward a definite set- 
tlement. 

After a while these communications be- 
came more pointed; delicately worded re- 
quests and courteously concealed complaints 
were now definite demands and indignant 
protests, until the world awoke on October 
10th, 1899, to the startling news than an 
ultimatum had passed between the nations. 

That such a culmination of affairs was 

not entirely unlooked for was evidenced by 
the preparations which both governments 
had been making. 

The English forces on the border were 
every day receiving accessions, while both 
Pretoria and Johannesburg had for some 
time previous been the scenes of unwonted 
activity. The results of the struggle, up 
to date, are known more or less accu- 
rately to the public. 

Transvaal is doomed to lose its indivi- 
duality as a nation, and become merged in 
Great Britain’s colonial system. The 
chances against her carrying the conflict to 
a successful issue are enormous. Her total 
available fighting force is estimated at fifty 
thousand men; that of her enemy could 
easily be swelled into a number of seven 
figures. The men who direct her affairs 
know this, every man in her ranks knows 
it, and yet this war has the consent and 
enthusiastic support of her people. Surely 
for no trivial reason, for no doubtful claim, 
would a steady-going, hard-headed little 
country like the Transvaal deliberately im- 
peril her autonomy and jeopardize her 
very national existence. It is equally in- 
credible that Great Britain would engage 
in a war entailing such an enormous ex- 
penditure of wealth and life, did she not 
feel that her interests and dignity were 
seriously embarrassed. 

The technical point at issue, namely, the 
right of England to interfere in the domes- 
tic affairs of Transvaal, takes us back to 
the convention of 1881 and 1884. In the 
convention of 1881 Great Britain relin- 
quished all claim, with one or two reser- 
vations, which were expressed by the word 
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suzerainty, to interfere in the internal 
affairs of the Transvaal, but retained the 
right of exercising a veto over any treaty 
that republic might make with a foreign 
country. 

In the convention of 1884 the word 
'• suzerainty ” disappears, and the only 
claim made by Great Britain was a reserva- 
tion of right to veto treaties made with 
foreign nations, leaving the Boers absolutely 
free to legislate as they pleased with regard 
to their home affairs. As Great Britain is 
practically, if not formally, the aggressor, 
it will be well for us to give her side of the 
case first. 

She bases her right to interfere in the 
domestic concerns of the Transvaal on two 
grounds. First, she claims that though the 
word “ suzerainty ” does not appear in the 
convention of 1884, it does appear in 
the preamble to the convention of 1881, 
which preamble was re-adopted in the con- 
vention of 1884; secondly, she claims that 
alleged outrages and injustices done to the 
Outlanders, most of whom are English 
citizens, gives her a just cause for inter- 
vening in their behalf. 

The position held by the Boers in the 
controversy is as follows: First, on the 
technical point of suzerainty, they claim 
that according to the convention of 1884 
England admitted their absolute independ- 
ence as regards internal affairs; secondly, 
they argue that no injustices have been 
done the Outlanders; that the Transvaal is 
the home of the Boer and that foreigners 
are not asked or desired to reside there; 
furthermore, that when foreigners do take 
up their residence there they do so with 
full knowledge of the suffrage laws and 
other restrictions placed upon them, and 
consequently have no grounds for com- 
plaint. 

So much for the formal positions of the 
two nations; now for the real essential 
bone of contention. 

It is estimated that during the year 1898 
$65,000,000 worth of gold, making almost 
one-fifth the entire gold yield that year, 
was extracted from the soil of the Trans- 
vaal. This is a fact which cannot be over- 
looked, and which in all probability has no 
small share in the extreme solicitude shown 
by Great Britain for the welfare of the 
poor Outlander. If, by supporting the 
Outlander in his complaint against a state 
of affairs of which he was perfectly cog- 
nizant when he became an Outlander, a 
country which, besides producing one-fifth 
of the gold supply of the world, contributes 
large amounts of precious stones to the 
marts, could be included in the possessions 
of the British Empire, the aforesaid Empire 
would show an unwonted inability to grasp 
the winning side of a proposition by refus- 
ing to help their brethren in alleged dis- 
tresses. 

But, perhaps we are misjudging the mo- 
tives of the Empire on whose broad lands 
the sun never sets. The course of action 
she decides upon when victory—for it is 
almost certain to grace her efforts—is hers, 

will either confirm us in our belief or ap- 
prise us of our mistake. Let us hope for 
the latter. 

In the meantime a brave little army of 
stout-hearted yeomen have been recruited 
from the plough-share and the treking van. 
They believe that the God of Right is on. 
their side. They believe that in protecting 
their land from invasion and attempted 
subjugation they are acting the part of men. 
And they are, of brave men, but certainly 
not of wise ones. Their chances of success 
are one in a hundred. At this stage of the 
situation defeat can mean but one thing, 
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utter and irrevocable national ruin. Their 
only opportunity of extricating themselves 
from the present predicament lies in the in- 
tervention of some foreign nation, and there 
is nothing to indicate that such an event is 
at all probable. 

In the last few days we have heard glow- 
ing accounts of the victories achieved by 
this spirited people, and over the same wires 
come reports of new expeditions fitted out 
by Great Britain. She has determined to 
win, and she will. It may take some time, 
perhaps a year or more, but she will not 

cease to pour regiment after regiment into 
the Transvaal until the British flag is raised 
and saluted in Pretoria. She has decided 
that Transvaal must cease to be an inde- 
pendent nation. She has the money and 
the men to accomplish her purpose. In 
the geographies published in the next few 
years Cape Colony will occupy nearly 
twice the space it now holds on the map, 
and Transvaal will be as much a thing of 
the past as Maximilian’s Empire of Mexico 

E. A. MCCOY. 

XMAS POEMS. 

THE winter wind went sobbing through 
the land 

The shepherds watched with care beside 
the fold, 

The snow gleamed white beneath the moon 
so cold; 

But o’er the hills there stole a light more 
grand, 

On wings outspread there came an angel 
band 

Who sang of David’s line, both great and 
old, 

And of the Saviour born that night, they 
told. 

But Fear the shepherds seized with mighty 
hand. 

“Fear not,” the Seraph quoth, “ for greatest 

joy 
To you and all mankind this night I bring.” 
They hast’ning went to find the Kingly Boy. 
Oh World! rise up, on Christmas night and 

fling 
Your heart-gates open wide with boundless 

joy! 
Salute this night the coming of your King. 

CHARLES L. O’BRIEN. 

A SONNET. 

(Set forth to be sung at Christmas Time.) NOT clothed in ermine or rich robes of 
state 

Hung thick with rubies, as great princes 
wear, 

But as a baby weak, in stable bare, 
Came Juda’s King and God-head incarnate, 
For mortal men could never contemplate 
The awful thought of God, or even dare 
To lift their trembling hands to Him in 

prayer, 
Where high He sat, judging their final fate. 
But all our terror turns to eager love, 
And mighty wonder, when Our Lord we 

see, 
Forsaking all His shining courts above 
And coming in such great humility. 
And on our hearts there falls a perfect rest, 
For God is with us, on His Mother’s breast. 

’02. 
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THE LEAVES AROUND THE 
WALKS. 

A soft wind plays among the trees, 
Blowing a host of dancing leaves 
Upon my path; a gorgeous spread 
Of nature’s last autumnal flowers, 
Meet to adorn the halls and bowers 
Of fairy queens. Deep crimson’d red 
Begem’d with sparkling morning dews 
Now shares around its lively hues 
On sob’rer mates in garb of gray 
Or mellow brown; now gives the bare 
And barren earth a cover gay 
To shield it from cold winter’s fray. 
Dark russet leaves that softly fall, 
Bright golden leaves that strew the wall, 
Admiring eyes your tints enthrall 
And make charmed bondmen of us all. 

R. P. WHITELEY, ’01. 

THE DYING YEAR. 

Drear whines the wind 'round the old grey tower, 
Withered the brown leaves are flying, 

Gone from the meadow each Spring-born flower, 
Gone, for the old year is dying. 

Southward the swallow wings weary his flight, 
Sadly the bare trees are sighing; 

Whisper the leaves in the Starlit night, 
Whisper “ The old year is dying.” 

Rattle the branches like bones of the dead, 
Deep in the cold ground lying, 

Moans still the wind ’mongst the eaves overhead, 
Moans for the year that is dying. 

Still broods the night. But hark! through the gloom 
Comes a faint sound as of crying, 

Spirits of ages long passed to the tomb, 
Weep for the year that is dying. G. C. R. 

AUTUMN LEAVES. 

Where the golden corn is bending, 
And the singing reapers pass; 

Where the chestnut woods are sending 
Leafy showers on the grass, 

Long I watch those brilliant showers, 
Leaves of gold, of red and brown, 

Dropping from their erstwhile bowers, 
Falling gently, slowly down. 

Where the golden corn is bending, 
Where the brooklet runs along, 

Sing the leaves, in sadness blending 
With all nature’s dying song. 

J. A. DEVLIM, ’03. 

A SONNET. 

(Being a paraphase of some lines of St. Augustine, 
Bishop of Hippo.) 

The garden small in quiet moonlight lies, 
The breeze dies down among the myrtle trees, 

And through the night, from Ostia the cries 
Of men sound faint, as drowsy drums of bees. 

Whence comes this sense of Heaven everywhere, 
This strange content, and peace to heart and 

mind, 
This perfect joy, in answer to my prayer, 

That 1 have wandered far in pain to find ? 

Now wrapt in Thee, the days gone by me seem, 
With all their hopes and joys and scalding tears, 

But as a record written in a dream 
And somewhere lost in the enfolding years. 

And as the rapture fades, a voice to me 
Speaks soft, “ This is the rest prepared for thee.” 

'02. 

" OPTIMAM PARTEM ELEGIT.” 

I. 
Never more 
As in days of yore 

In rippling accents sweet, 
Shall words of cheer 
From lips so dear 

A weary laborer greet. 

II. 

Never more 
As in days of yore, 

Shall soft hands soothe his care, 
Shall footsteps light 
And laughter bright 

A welcoming joy declare. 

III. 

But ever more 
As in days of yore, 

In pleading accents sweet, 
From a soul so fair 
Doth rise a prayer 

To God’s own judgment seat, 

IV. 

And ever more 
As in days of yore, 

Two soft, white hands ne’er part, 
Asking a grace 
Before God’s face 

For a brother’s broken heart. 
F. CARLON, ’02 
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The farewell songs of the belated birds, 
wending their hasty flight to the sunny 
southland, long since have told us that 
summer is gone. Now as we behold the 
crisp brown leaves falling one by one to 
mother earth, we reflect that with their 
death comes the birth of winter, of snow- 
capped hills, drifted valleys, and cold 
winds. The great oak prepares to take 
on once more his coat of spotless white, 

to brave the winter’s storm. Soon the 
gentle stream, ice-bound, will have ceased 
its wordless harmony, and our spirits, 
uncheered by its murmuring, will have 
to look elsewhere for comfort. 

Yet, as we look forward to those cold 
bleak days, betokened by these harbin- 
gers of winter, we do not give way to 
sadness. For we behold one day shining 
bright, which ever fills us with joy, 
makes us eager and expectant of its com- 
ing, and brings back to our memory 
childhood’s recollections. We wander 
once more through the fairyland of 
youth, dream the same childish dreams, 
and harbor the same buoyant thoughts. 
We see the little children pondering over 
the wonderful Santa Claus of fable. We 
laugh when they picture in their imagi- 
nations the prancing reindeer gliding 
mysteriously over the house-tops, stop- 
ping at every chimney. We imagine 
with them the gray-headed Kris Kringle, 
with flowing-beard and well-filled sack, 
and we long, perhaps, that we might live 
over again those days, when our holiday 
existence was made up of fairy dreams. 

We feel almost as if we could write 
once again the customary letter to Santa 
Claus, bidding him bring us a sled or a 
doll. We see our little letter consumed 
by the fire, yet are content that “Santy ” 
will get it and comply with our wishes. 

Happy, thrice happy, is the Yule-tide 
season. Then the cold winds cease to 
moan. Each gust, as it sweeps through 
the bare trees, fills our hearts with music, 
inflames our spirit, and makes us young 
again. The cold snow, as it sparkles in 
the sunlight, crackles under our tread 
and thrills us with pleasure. We think 
of the Christ-Child in the manger and 
the God on high. We ponder over this 
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glorious mission and give thanks. We 
join with Nature in chanting a heartfelt 
“ Gloria in Bxcelsis Deo,” and we know 
why He has come. As the church hells 
ring out loud and clear on the crisp 
morning air our hearts throb with de- 
light, each chord responding to the glori- 
ous strains, bidding us lift up our hearts 
in praise of Him on high. 

Could all experience these Xmas joys, 
how happy this world would be! Pity the 
little ones who hang their stockings up 
for Santa Claus and find that he has 
gone by and neglected them. Would 
that we could have Kris Kringle go down 
into every chimney to unload his pack, 
and spread one ray of sunshine into 
cheerless homes. Would that we could 
turn the burdened shops, with Xmas 
toys, into the domicile of Santa Claus, 
where all the little ones would be welcome 
to wander to their heart’s content and 
take whatever they wished. 

But, alas! we must come back to the 
stern reality of life. We must conceive 
Santa Claus only in our imagination; 
we must behold the disappointment in 
the faces of the little children to whose 
homes “Santy” never comes; we must 
accept things as they are and strive to be 
content. 

To each and everyone, therefore, of 
the JOUKNAL’S friends we extend the 
time-honoured greeting, “ Merry Xmas.” 
May Santa Claus come to you with his 
pack well filled. May you also be a 
Santa Claus to someone else. May the 
season leave with you sweet memories of 
happy days spent. May the charm of 
the mistletoe and holly instil in you a 
feeling of joy and gladness, and, finally, 
may you have many a “ Merry Xmas.” 

The JOUBNAL offers its congratula- 
tions to the members of the football 
team. The customary dash and spirit 
that has characterized their work during 
this season cannot but call forth the ad- 
miration of all true football lovers. They 
have been faithful, hard workers in their 
practice, loyal and determined in all 
their games, and, above all, clean, manly 
players. 

When we met our greatest rivals, Vir- 
ginia, enthusiasm was at its highest point. 
Every one, we presume, knows to what 
ugly results rivalry will sometimes carry 
players. Yet the Georgetown, as well as 
the Virginia players, went in to win like 
true sportsmen, and played as such. We 
heard no complaints of so-called “ dirty 
ball.” Every man played hard, but not 
brutally. Such playing reflects not only 
on the players but also on the institutions 
they represent. 

Too much praise cannot be given to 
Mr. Church, the coach. With his com- 
ing, things pertaining to football have 
been revolutionized. He seems to have 
infused the right spirit into every man, 
and to have brought about the best re- 
sults possible. First of all, he gained 
the respect of all aspirants by his fair- 
ness and vigor. 

All his time, efforts, and resources 
have been spent in making a team 
worthy to represent Georgetown in the 
football world, and he has been emi- 
nently successful. When we consider 
that this is only the second year of foot- 
ball at Georgetown since ’95 and that 
the number we have to select from is so 
limited, we shall better appreciate the 
work the boys and the coach have done. 

Finally, we must Say a word for the 
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Reserves. They, too, have been just as 
faithful and hard working as the ’Varsity. 
They have sacrificed their recreation, 
evenings, and half-holidays, and bore 
patiently many hard knocks, that a team 
might he developed and put on the 
field perfect in every detail. Like the 
’Varsity, they have kept the sometimes 
hard rules of training and have aided 
materially in making the team we are 
justly proud of. 

To all, then, ’Varsity, coach, and Re- 
serves, we repeat our congratulations, 
and express our thanks for the pleasure 
they have afforded us, and, above all, for 
the name they have made for George- 
town, not only as good football players, 
hut clean and manly ones. 

* * * * 

Our National hero, Admiral Dewey, 
has just married a Catholic lady. 

The ceremony took place in the resi- 
dence of St. Paul’s parish, and was per- 
formed by Rev. Fr. Mackin. The affair 
was very private, and no display was 
made. After a brief honeymoon, Ad- 
miral Dewey has returned to live in our 
midst. His residence on Rhode Island 
avenue has become one of the points of 
attraction to visitors to the Capital, and 
residents take great pleasure in pointing 
out to their friends the home of the hero 
of Manilla. His action in regard to his 
private affairs has caused throughout the 
country no small comment, adverse for 
the most part. There are thousands, 
however, who deprecate this unwarranted 
criticism, and we are glad to publish the 
following resolutions adopted by the 
Union Veteran Legion of the District of 

Columbia, which deplore the unjust criti- 
cisms and are full of praise for the hero. 
We owe it to our friend, Gen. Madison 
Cutts, that we are able to present the 
paper to our readers. 

“HALL OF ENCAMPMENT NO. 69, 

“UNION VETERAN LEGION, 

“WASHINGTON, D. C.,NOV. 25,1899. 
“Resolved, By the three encampments, 

Nos. 69, 23, and 111, composing the en- 
tire membership of the Union Veteran 
Legion in the District of Columbia, 
meeting together, and giving voice and 
expression, as we doubt not, to the con- 
victions and sentiments of our entire 
National organization. 

That we deplore and most deeply 
regret the untimely and unjust criti- 
cisms of those who, without warrant 
of right or justice, intruded their 
opinions upon the public with reference 
to the private and domestic concerns of 
Admiral George Dewey, causing annoy- 
ance, vexation, and distress to one of the 
greatest heroes of our country’s history. 

“Resolved, That we tender to the Ad- 
miral the renewed assurance of our pro- 
found respect, sincere affection, and 
unstinted esteem, and ever-increasing 
admiration for his grand career, noble 
character and reputation without spot 
or blemish, above suspicion or reproach, 
and most heroic achievements, which 
have justly earned him the love of all 
his countrymen and the applause of man- 
kind, and furnished for all times and 
nations an illustrious example of true 
heroism, unselfish and self-sacrificing 
patriotism in the performance of every 
duty. 
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“Resolved, That to him, as a most 
happy warrior, we wish a long life of 
peace and calm content, crowned with 
the benedictions and veneration of all his 
countrymen, and the proud self-con- 
sciousness of life’s duties nobly per- 
formed. 

“Resolved, That a copy of these reso- 
lutions, attested under the seal of En- 
campment No. 69, in whose hall this 
meeting is held, by the signature of its 
Colonel and certification of the Adju- 
tant, be presented to the Admiral.” 

* * * * 

We owe it to the kindness of Mr. 
Stephen A. Beadle, that we are able to 
present the accompanying picture of Ad- 
miral Dewey, President McKinley, and 
Cardinal Gibbons. It was taken on the 
occasion of the sword-presentation to the 
Admiral, October 3. 

* * * * 

THE MEMORIAL MASS. 

On Tuesday, November 14, the faculty 
and students of Georgetown University 
assembled to assist at the Memorial Mass 
sung for the repose of the soul of old 
Georgetown’s most noted benefactor,— 
John Vinton Dahlgren. 

Mr. Dahlgren’s remains rest in a crypt 
beneath the altar in the Dahlgren Chapel, 
the gift of the wife of the deceased, Mrs. 
Elizabeth Drexel Dahlgren. In this 
crypt also rests the body of Mrs. Dahl- 
gren’s infant son, Joseph. Lately two 
magnificent tombstones of Indiana stone 
have been placed there. 

On Mr. Dahlgren’s tomb is carved the 
following inscription: 
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© 
I. H. S. 

JOHN VINTON DAHLGREN. 

BORN APRIL 22, 1868 
AT VALPARAISO, CHILI. 

DIED AT COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO, 

AUGUST 11, 1899. 

“ If any man minister to me, 
Him will My Father honor. ” 

—John xii, 26. 

The little boy’s tomb is thus inscribed: 

© 
I. H. S. 

JOSEPH DREXEL DAHLGREN. 

BORN MARCH 30, 1890 
AT WASHINGTON, D. C. 

DIED JULY 26, 1891, 
AT NARRAGANSETT PIER, R. I. 

SON OF 

JOHN VINTON DAHLGREN 
AND 

ELIZABETH DREXEL DAHLGREN. 

“Suffer little children to come unto 
Me, and forbid them not, for of such is 
the Kingdom of Heaven.” 

Mark x, 14. 

Close by the tomb the crucifix, the 
help of the living and the hope of the 
dead, keeps its silent guard, adored by 
two kneeling angels. 

The tombs are the work of Mr. John 
Mullen of Baltimore. 

Shortly before the Mass, Mrs. Dahl- 
gren visited the crypt to spend a few 
moments by the graves of the departed 
loved ones. 

The decorations in the Chapel were 
very tastefully arranged, and were the 
work of Brother John Hammil, S. J., 
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Mr. Walter Greevy, and Mr. Laurence 
Ellert. Immense black draperies were 
hung from the centre above the altar, 
and were festooned over the reredos and 
along the sides of the sanctuary. The 
side-altar, dedicated to St. John, Mr. 
Dahlgren’s patron, was draped in black, 
while the other side altar, dedicated to 
St. Elizabeth, the patron Saint of Mrs. 
Dahlgren, was decorated with a mass of 
chrysanthemums. Far up near the roof, 
against the mournful background of the 
black festoons, there gleamed a cross and 
a crown of light. Between the cross and 
the crown there hovered a snow-white 
dove, leading us, as it were, from the 
cross to the crown. Beneath the cross 
gleamed the words so meaningful on the 
present occasion: “ Blessed are the dead 
who die in the Lord.” The whole was the 
work of Mr. Greevy, and the beautiful 
design bespoke much artistic taste and 
mechanical ability on the part of the 
decorator. 

At ten o’clock the roll of the organ 
announced the approach of the acolytes 
and priests from the sacristy. Rev. John 
D. Whitney, S. J., Rector of Georgetown 
University, was celebrant; Rev. Jeremiah 
J. Prendergast, S. J., officiated as deacon; 
and Mr. Alphonsus A. Donlon, S. J., as 
sub-deacon. The two latter were class- 
mates of Mr. Dahlgren, Mr. John C.Geale, 

S. J., was master of ceremonies. In the 
sanctuary were seated the members of 
the Faculty, Rev. Fr. James T. Mackin, 
and Rev. Fr. Joseph A. Foley, of St. 
Paul’s Church, Washington, D. C. 

Occupying seats in the transept were 
Mrs. John Yinton Dahlgren, Miss Ander- 
son, daughter of Major Anderson, of Fort 
Sumter fame; Mr. Frank Riggs, founder 
of the Riggs Library; Mrs. James Orme, 
Miss Lizzie Menke and Miss Clara Menke, 
all of Washington. Miss Louise Key, of 
Frederick, Md., was also here. 

The choir, under the direction of Mr. 
George H. Wells, surpassed all former 
efforts in the rendition of the Gregorian 
Mass. Mr. Philip Scantling sang the 
“ Kyrie ” and “ Libera me Domine ” with 
unusually fine effect. Before the sermon 
Mr. Scantling sang the “Veni Creator 
Spiritus,” by Hutton. After the Absolu- 
tion the choir chanted the “ Benedictus,” 
Mr. Richard J. Fleming, S. J., intoning the 
alternate verses. The service closed 
with the chanting of “ Ego sum Resur- 
rectio et Vita.” Prof. Armand Gum- 
precht presided at the organ. 

Before the Absolution Rev. Fr. Pren- 
dergast preached a touching sermon, in 
which he recalled the many good quali- 
ties of his dead friend and classmate, and 
drew from his life apt lessons for the 
guidance of his hearers. 



Last month we had occasion to men- 
tion the lack of verse in one of our ex- 
changes and to comment upon one editor’s 
views on the subject of a modern college 
verse. After thinking it over, we have 
decided that it was worthy of much more 
consideration than our few lines of last 
month seemed to indicate. 

A department devoted to verses should 
be had in every college magazine. Es- 
says, stories, and etchings are all very 
attractive, but it is the poetry that gives 
a magazine that air of cultivation and 
refinement after which all should seek. 

Such a department will afford a medium 
wherein those who are so fortunate as to 
possess the faculty of verse-writing may 
place before the world their poetic efforts. 
These efforts need not be perfect. No 
one expects perfection in the student- 
poet. That may come in time, and the 
critic must needs be forbearing, and en- 
courage those who show ability or in- 
clination for the difficult art of verse- 
making. 

College surroundings afford a field for 
poetry that is lacking in other conditions 
of life—namely, our passing friendships, 
our local environments, or the pleasure 
of our short associations in college. 

As an example of excellent college verse 
upon the subject of college friendships, we 
would mention “ Respice et Prospice ” of 
the Xavier. 

The sentiment is truly poetic, with 
sufficient religious effect in it to cause 
one to stop and meditate. 

“ The past secure, the future hides, 
For honest hearts no spectral tears.” 

Then, too, is admirably contrasted the 
condition of men whose past is filled 
with “ The ghosts of things that make 
men sick. Their secret shames ” 

How unhappy they are; their future 
is poisoned “ With self-distrust and war’s 
alarm.” Self-distrust that makes a man 
feel keenest despair at his own incompe- 
tency and “ war’s alarm,” the war of good 
and evil that mocks and tortures his very 
soul. 

What a picture on the other hand is 
that of the condition of the “Blessed 
few ” who 
“ In years of warfare in the right, 

“ Have braced their arms with bands 
of steel; 

“ And ever at their side they feel 
“ Omnipotence’s hand of might.” 

They have no ghosts in their past to 
conjure up feelings of despair. No, for 
there— 
“ In front, up to the throne of God, 

“ Is spread a roadway paved with 
light.” 

In the number of such fortunate ones 
the poet places the friend to whom the 
lines are addressed, “ a fire-tried lump of 
virgin gold.” 
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To the poet himself, the last stanza of 
this poem could very aptly be addressed, 
and we sincerely trust that by the fre- 
quent recurrence of his work in the 
future, he will teach us somewhat of his 
wisdom, since we cannot reach the heights 
he holds. 

“A New Literary Portrait” is a very 
original and concise article. The writer 
very clearly defines his views of this 
recent success, pointing out the special 
reasons why it has been a success, and 
attributing to Mr. Wescott praise that 
is quite his due. 

The opinion concerning the double 
sadness at the author’s death is universal, 
“ that he did not live to know how much 
his book was appreciated; that we who 
remain shall enjoy no other specimens of 
his masterly work.” And it is with a 
pang of sorrow that we close the book, 
with those last written words of the 
gifted author abiding in our minds: “ I 
think that’s all.” 

Mutual sorrow gives to the Xavier'& 
kind criticism of our last issue a depth 
of true condolence for which we are very 
grateful. 

* * * * 

From out of the West comes The 
Tiger with a religious regularity that 
should be highly commended. 

In this number they were not very 
generous with their literary offerings, as 
it contained only one article worth read- 
ing, a short story, the chief character of 
which spoke, alternately, in dialect and 
in ordinary magazine English. Perhaps 
this story was intended to be funny; if 
so, then, this peculiarity of language 
was about the funniest thing we saw in it. 

* * * * 

“John Henry Newman,” is the title 

of a well written essay in the Mountaineer, 
upon the life and works of that great 
divine. “ One May Eve,” is a neatly 
written little piece that tells of the noble 
sacrifice of a priest who saved the lives 
of his congregation at the price of his 
own. Of the verse, the “ Drink Song,” 
by Edward Kenna, has much merit. 

* * * # 

The opening editorial in the University 
of Virginia Magazine apologizes for a 
“number that has been unnecessarily 
hurried in its construction.” 

In our opinion their magazine needs no 
apology, since its contents are as varied 
and interesting as those of any publica- 
tion that has reached us. 

“ To Poe ” is a creditable contribution 
in which the writer refutes some of the 
great calumnies that have been recently 
published against their famous alumnus. 

As is the case with a large number of 
men whose characters we cannot honestly 
and entirely admire, we ought to remem- 
ber “ That glory dwelleth chiefly in man’s 
soul.” By this criterion we would place 
Poe in the very first rank of genius. 

“Hugo, The Romancer,” an appreci- 
ative tale, and “A Lover’s Tale,” a piece 
of fiction upon a rather hackneyed sub- 
ject, both by the same writer, shows us 
his versatility rather than any remarka- 
ble genius, but the first contains evi- 
dence of a great deal of labor, and for 
this he should be credited. 

The article entitled “ Easy Chair ” is 
very cleverly done. It is a suitable 
mine of advice for the new student, but 
it waxes sarcastic towards the end when 
referring to a contemporary “ College 
Topics.” 

The Virginia is an exception to the 
charge that may be made against some 
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Southern college monthlies—namely, that 
they lack good short stories. 

This deficiency of Southern editors 
becomes apparent when their magazines 
are contrasted with those of Northern 
colleges. These contain one or more 
short stories of interest to a passing 
reader. 

# # * 

We have read with interest the Ex- 
change Column of The College of Charles- 
ton Magazine. We regret that we were 
in part the cause of any “uncomfortable” 
feelings, and that our editorial remarks 
were construed to be not conducive to a 
brotherly spirit. We are at one with our 
Southern friend in thinking that the 
college magazines should “each one con- 
vey a very definite conception of the 
character and tone of the college which 
it represents.” No one expects to see a 
vapid, colorless magazine emanate from 
an institution of learning. It must have 
well-defined principles, which will color 
more or less the reading matter of its 
pages, and none should take it amiss if, 

“in its assumed faith in the peculiar 
blessings ” it possesses, it strives to con- 
vey to its readers the knowledge of its 
principles. 

* * * * 

With pleasure we welcome to the field 
of college journalism the first issue of the 
Sky lark, from Notre Dame Academy, 
Waterbury, Conn. We congratulate the 
gentle editors on the tasty appearance of 
the magazine, on the “ correct and grace- 
ful” style of its articles, and above all, on 
the spirit of devotion to Wlma Mater and 
the higher ideals that reflects much 
credit on the training received. 

* # * # 

We welcome also the Fleur de Lis from 
St. Louis University, St. Louis, Mo. It 
is high time that the University have a 
representative in the journalistic world, 
and we cordially urge the members of the 
year ’01 to redouble their efforts, so that 
“ the paper be advanced to a higher plane,” 
and broaden out into a university journal. 
The present number warrants the bright- 
est hopes for the future. A. C. G. 

r FAME. 

’Tis radiant as the starry skies, 
Entrancing as the dawn of day, 

Yet fades away as phantoms rise, 
Unnoticed, silent, grimly gray. 

JOS. L. MCALEER, ’00. 



Of the Century we are pleased to say 
it is an exceptionally good number. In it 
the much-advertised and eagerly looked- 
for life of Oliver Cromwell, by John 
Morley, has its first installment. 

* * * * 

We find Mr. Walter Camp has sent 
another article on football to the Outing 
for November. It is a quasi sequel to 
his review, which appeared in the Outing 
for October. In this forecast he classi- 
fies the teams, placing Harvard, Penn- 
sylvania, Princeton, and Yale in a class 
of their Own. Continuing, he gives a 
resume of the work Cornell and Penn- 
sylvania have done. Then he takes each 
class and each team in order. He closes 
as follows: “ To sum up, the year 
promises to be full of opportunity for 
ambitious teams to improve their ranks. 
But it also offers new fields for advances 
in the game itself, notably in the kicking 
line, and in the better all-round devel- 
opment. The kick, direct from the 
snaps’ back, will be more generally used, 
and drop kicks and kicks from place- 
ment further practical than in the past.” 

* * * * 

“ Electrographs ” is the title of an in- 
teresting article in the Cosmopolitan for 
November by Eleanor Gates. There are 
pictures taken from experiments of pho- 
tographing an electric spark. The writer 
says : “ It is unnecessary to remark again 
that the picture is not a photograph made 
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by projecting an image of the electric 
spark by means of a camera upon a sensi- 
tive plate; but it is the autograph of the 
spark itself.” Then proceeding, he tells 
you how it was done. We think the arti- 
cle would recompense a reader very mate- 
rially. We note a paper by President 
Hadley of Yale on “ Modern Education.” 
We are pleased to call our readers’ atten- 
tion to the poem by our distinguished 
alumnus, Thomas Walsh, in the same 
number. 

* * * * 

“America in the Pacific and Far East,” 
by John Barrett, late minister to Siam, 
in Harper’s for November, deserves a 
glance. “ America’s responsibility in the 
Pacific is the all-absorbing question of 
the hour It will be the main bone 
of contention at the coming session of 
Congress.” Having introduced his sub- 
ject he dwells on the “ Phases of Asiatic 
Character,” “ Our Pacific Prospect,” 
“Japan and China,” “Siam, Korea, and 
Foreign Colonies,” and finally arrives at 
the “ Philippines,” and says : “ Turning 
finally and directly to the Philippines, I 
must emphasize that I take a more hope- 
ful view of the future than do many. 
This is not based on mere hypothesis, or 
conclusions drawn after looking through 
long-distance glasses. Five years’ resi- 
dence among peoples and conditions not 
unlike those of the Philippines give me a 
basis for comparative reasoning. This 
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is supplemented by extensive travels, and 
prolonged visits to the Philippines.” 
This would show that he is a capable 
authority and draws his inferences from 
experience But we think that “ when 
our new methods are applied to the rais- 
ing and marketing of the great Philippine 
staples, and when we undertake the rail- 
way construction that the islands de- 
mand,” we shall be nearly tired of having 
such an onus on our shoulders. If the 
people were assimilable we might find 
some satisfaction for our work in these 
islands. We all know that they are not. 
Again, he says: “ If we have good and 
wise men, prompted by patriotic and 
unselfish motives to advise the Filipinos 
and steady them during the first years of 
our administration, we shall be surprised 
at the result of our efforts, and shoulder 
successfully our share of the ‘white 
man’s burden.’ ” 

This would be a good supposition if it 
could be realized. Can we hope to find 
such men “prompted by patriotic, and 
unselfish motives to advise the Filipinos 
when in our own country, in our own 
midst, nay, even in our very government, 
corruption of the deepest dye is found. 
Will not the carpet-bagger be found in 
these islands now, as he was in the 
Southern States ? Human nature has 
not changed. It is ever the same. Its 
greed and avarice has not died away. Ho, 
we have a problem before us than which 
nothing is more serious, more perplexing. 
We, of course, must and should follow 
our country. Being in a dilemma we 
must extricate ourselves with propriety, 
but what untold anguish it may cost. 

Joel Chandler Harris will contribute 
to the Christmas number of the Saturday 
Evening Post an authentic account of 
the daring attempt to warn the Confed- 
erate cabinet of the great movement 
whereby Grant and Sherman were to 
cooperate in crushing the Confederacy. 
How the attempt failed and why it failed, 
are the subjects of a chapter of the little 
known history of the Secret Service. Mr. 
Harris has his facts first-hand, and he 
has woven them into a story of such ab- 
sorbing interest that it might be easily 
taken for pure fiction. 

* * # * 

We have just received the bound 
volume of Outing, containing the num- 
bers from April to September, 1899. 
The volume is handsomely bound. 

It would be difficult to find within the 
compass "oi 500 pages more matter of 
interest to the lover of outdoor sports 
than is in a bound volume of Outing. 

There are numerous short stories of 
travel and choice fiction, and a full re- 
sume of all the sports, afield and afloat. 
Ho one who has access to the pages of 
Outing need fear being behind the times 
in all things pertaining to healthful 
physical recreation. 

This magazine occupies a field in 
literature that is all its own; no other 
rivals it, and we are glad to repeat that 
Outing is an authority on amateur sport, 
and offers attractive material to its read- 
ers, free from objectionable features. 

J. A. O’S. 
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MOSTLY FOOTBALL. 
At this particular moment there is 

scarcely anything to talk about with the 
exception of football. Football is the 
most important attraction during the 
fall term, and since we shan’t see more 
of it for a year, a few words of farewell 
and recollection at this time will do 
nicely, even though they may seem to 
some like the warmed-over frame of a 
Thanksgiving turkey. 

We shall not treat the sport techni- 
cally but rather recur to the little side- 
line incidentals which help to make a 
football game the very best amusement 
that can be had. 

The mix-up with Virginia, though in 
itself “much ado about nothing,” for 
that, you know, was the score on both 
sides, was, all things considered, magnifi- 
cent. Considered as a spectacle it was 
gorgeous We hoped to win, and firmly 
believed that our good fellows were equal 
to the occasion. However, winning as 
we must believe in college athletics is 
but an incidental to doing one’s best in 
a manly exhibition of courage and physi- 
cal development. 

In all modesty we must say that George- 
town has well-established claims to these 
refreshing qualities. We did not win, 
neither did we lose, yet there was “ glory 
enough for all,” and sufficient reason 
for a little extra shouting on our side. 
So much for the combat between the 
lines. My friend, the Athletic Editor, 
will tell you the rest of it. 

If we except the bands, the cheering, 
and the rest of the crowd, th'e most 
important feature of the game was the 
large Attendance of girls, using the word, 
of course, to decide sex without reference 
to age and the other distinguishing char-* 
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acteristics of the species. A football 
game would be a lukewarm affair with- 
out them, for it is they who inspire 
many of the valorous deeds that we see 
on the field, and when the spirit of the 
struggle seizes upon the assembled hordes 
of masculinity, who knows what carnage 
and what precipitous brawlings are 
averted by this saving feminine presence ? 
When the swaying lines now charge, now 
waver, and quivering brawn is thrown 
into the breach to check a vicious on- 
slaught, where then are the chilling 
influences of nineteenth century civiliza- 
tion ? In a trice they are thrown to the 
winds, and we see that vast howling 
mob of spectators swept back in spirit 
through cycles of time and ages of cul- 
ture to the benches of Rome’s Coliseum, 
where patrician and plebeian alike howled 
in lustful thirst for bloody combat. 

Were other influences lacking, a bat- 
talion of infantry would he useless 
against the flaming passions of a foot- 
ball crowd when the contest waxes 
warm, but the magic influence of fem- 
ininity is all powerful to tone the uni- 
versal frenzy to a state of admirable en- 
thusiasm. 

Doesn’t that sound like a Fourth of 
July oration, though, or a Sunday yellow 
supplement ? Football games aren’t as 
bad as that, and on sober second thought, 
candor compels me to destroy the false 
sentimentality contained in the lines 
above. After all, football is nothing 
more than a mess of confusion on the 
field to the tune of more or less yelling 
and the blare of a brass band or two. 

Two-thirds of the crowd are men and 
small boys, while here and there you will 
see a dash of color, a feather, perhaps, 
or some distinguishing conceit that is 
permissible in the latitude of feminine 
gear. We are glad to see them all, of 

course, especially the feathered tribe. 
At long range, did you say? Hardly 
that, but just fancy being mixed up with 
a school girl collection, for instance, all 
chattering and pecking away, as is their 
wont. It is delightful, of course, “ pleas- 
ure is ours,” and all that, but when the 
questions begin to fly you find yourself 
praying for endurance and a happy death. 
Somebody wants to know why you don’t 
play football. Answer that you ain’t 
big enough or that you are afraid, and 
immediately you are charmed with a 
lyric panegyric of big and daring men. 
Perchance you occupy yourself in the 
study of the intricacies of this or that 
play, whereat someone expostulates be- 
cause you don’t become frothily excited— 
just as if one went to a football game to 
be excited. 

Our opponents punt far into George- 
town’s territory, and in a moment there 
is a chatter on your right. Behold one 
of our fair supporters delightfully ex- 
uberant because “ Our side has the ball.” 
Preliminary practice they call “grand 
stand play,” which is rather a hard slap 
at the modesty of the men on the team. 
You will find a blood-thirsty Medea, too, 
who, when some brave fellow is prostrate 
on the field of battle, hopes that he is out 
for good. 

There is really no end to the many in- 
teresting things that girls will say at a 
football game, in blissful ignorance of 
the ethics of the sport, but why should we 
be so unchivalrous as to notice them all? 

Well, football is all over now, and 
there is nothing left to do but antici- 
pate the joys of approaching holidays. 
They are the same old anticipations, 
varying in intensity with the number' 
years we have been away, hu^flOT^er 
many these years may be,^|lhe.' v 

always the same. 0. Hr' 
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As we go to press 
we are regretfully 
obliged to announce 
that Mr. John J. 
Kirby, our associate 
editor representing 
the Law Depart- 
ment, has been called 

home on account of the serious illness 
of his father. The JOURNAL desires to 
extend to Mr. Kirby the most sincere 
sympathy on behalf of the staff, the 
faculty, and his fellow-students for the 
affliction of anxiety and sorrow which 
has come to him. 

At the Law School the ordinary rou- 
tine events were interspersed with a few 
occurrences of special importance during 
the past month. Among those were the 
class elections of the first and second 
year classes and the participation by the 
members of the school as a body in the 
celebration incident to the great cham- 
pionship game of football played against 
the representatives of the University of 
Virginia. 

LAW SCHOOL. 
The month of November is always a 

period when the usual serenity of the 
profound atmosphere of study which 
pervades the halls of our schools is dis- 
turbed by spasmodic eruptions of politi- 
cal turbulence and a restless undercurrent 
of myterious excitement due to the hatch- 
ings (sometimes abrupt) of plans, schemes, 
devices, plots, and counterplots in the 
fecund minds of electioneering “ leading 
spirits.” The spirit of unrest is then 
rampant (i. e., as rampant as a spirit 
ordinarily can be), and leaves not our 
walls to their own appropriate classical 
placidity until the plots and schemes 
have culminated in the outcome of the 
elections. 

The past month has been no exception. 
The usual course of canvassing, etc., 
terminated in the election of officers in 
the first-year class for the ensuing year 
on November 23. The workings of the 
politically-minded of the second-year 
class have not yet been satisfastorily 
brought to an issue at the time of our 
going to press. The postgraduate class 
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too, has not as yet held its elections. 
The returns for the two higher classes 
will, therefore, have to he chronicled in 
our next issue. 

The elections held by the first-year 
class resulted as follows: Livingston J. 
Cullen, of the District of Columbia, was 
chosen as president; Thomas J. Tydings, 
of Missouri, vice-president; Edward J. 
Devine, of Portland, Me., secretary, and 
Dr. Cannon, of the District of Columbia, 
treasurer. 

Mr. Cullen was elected president by a 
large majority. This honor was a testi- 
monial to his popularity and a recogni- 
tion of his ability of which the collegiate 
department has cause to be proud. Mr. 
Cullen is remembered as the brilliant 
valedictorian and medal man of the class 
of ’99. 

The Law School will admit no superior 
among its fellow-departments in the 
matter of enthusiasm for Georgetown. 
An occasion for the manifestation of 
their loyalty came up on the 18th of 
November, the date of the championship 
game with Virginia, and it is needless to 
say that the opportunity was accepted to 
its full extent. A large body, consisting 
of nearly all of our disciples of Themis, 
paraded from the Law School to the 
campus, richly ebullient with vociferous 
loyalty, and preceded by a brass band, 
which, though one of the best in the 
District, still but feebly expressed with 
its most exulting, self-confident and ag- 
gressive music, the spirit of the aggrega- 
tion which it accompanied, and of which 
it attempted to be the exponent. True 
merit is always conspicuous, and the law 
students did not fail either in the merit 
of vigorous and effectual cheering and 
singing, or in conspicuousness. The suc- 

cess of the affair was in a large measure 
due to the efforts of the committee in 
charge. This committee was composed 
of Patrick S. Cunniff, P. G., chairman; 
Joseph Sullivan, P. G.; Joseph Fitz- 
patrick, and W. 0. Sullivan, 2d year, and 
Messrs. Livingston Cullen and J. Ro- 
mero, 1st year. 

The Debating Society work is progress- 
ing wonderfully under the stimulating 
influence of Mr. Higgins. 

At a recent meeting of the Society, it 
was decided that a new Constitution was 
advisable, and a committee was appointed 
to draft one. The gentlemen on the 
committee are Messrs. Daniel O’Don- 
oghue, chairman; Hutchins and Boden. 

Several excellent private debates have 
been heard during the past month, 
and a public debate has been arranged 
for December. The question is: 

“ Resolved, That the stand of the Boers 
against British aggression in South Africa 
is justifiable.” 

For the affirmative, are Messrs. J. M. 
Carr and Chas. Denegre; for the nega- 
tive, are Messrs. D. O’Donoghue and J. 
J. Brosnan. Mr. James H. Higgins is 
chairman. The judges are Hon. Mark 
S. Brewer, Commissioner Civil Service; 
Hon. Maurice D. O’Connell, Solicitor of 
United States Treasury; and Hon. Dom- 
inic I. Murphy, Ex-Dep. Commissioner 
of Pensions. 

A committee, composed of Messrs. J os. 
Sullivan, chairman; J. C. Howard and 
L. J. Cullen has been appointed to make 
arrangements for an intercollegiate de- 

, bate. Negotiations are now on foot 
with the societies of leading colleges and 
universities. An attempt will be made 
to arrange a contest with one of the most 
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prominent and largest universities of the 
East, and the outcome of the work of 
the committee in charge is being awaited 
with the greatest interest, not only by 
the members of the debating society, but 
by the University in general, as, after the 
exciting competition and rivalry of last 
year, this intercollegiate debate has come 
to be considered as one of the most im- 
portant of Georgetown’s struggles for 
supremacy over rival institutions. 

Mr. D. W. Baker, Professor of Beal 
Estate Law, and Judge of the Moot 
Court, has been retained as counsel for 
the defence in the case of Frank Funk, 
who is charged with murder. 

The subject for the Edward Thompson 
prize essay has been announced as “ The 
Law; Its Delays; Their Consequences 
and Remedies.” All the essays must be 
in the hands of the secretary by February 
28th. 

J. E. M. 

MEDICAL SCHOOL. 

The first Annual Report of the George- 
town University Hospital has been 
printed. The report sets forth the his- 
tory of the Hospital from the time of 
its inception, and narrates the various 
difficulties that had to be met with and 
overcome before the project long enter- 
tained by the faculty of the University 
could take tangible shape. The need of 
an hospital in Georgetown had been long 
felt, and had been for many years the 
dream of the then President of the Uni- 
versity, Rev; J. Havens Richards, S. J. 
Several meetings were held and were 
attended by the prominent personages of 
the city, funds were raised, the Sisters of 
St. Francis secured, and finally the re- 

sult was the present splendidly equipped 
building. We quote from the report: 

The Hospital was formally opened 
for the reception of patients August 15, 
1898, since which time to September 1, 
1899, 273 patients have been treated in 
the house; of these, 180 were charity- 
patients and 93 pay-patients. The mor- 
tality was 16, of whom 5 died within 
the first forty-eight hours after ad- 
mission. 

“ addition, 491 patients were treated 
m the Emergency Department; 132 pa- 
tients were brought by the Hospital am- 
bulance and 95 by police patrol. This 
recoid alone shows the absolute necessity 
of the institution and that the expecta- 
tions of its friends have been fully real- 
ized. In the Dispensary and Outdoor 
Department 406 patients were treated in 
the Medical Service and 168 in the 
Surgical Service. The Gynecological 
Service treated 41 patients and the Eye 
Service 18. Total number of cases 
treated 1,397, of whom only 93 were pay- 
patients. The number of original pre- 
scriptions compounded for patients 
amounted to 2,090; no record of re- 
newals has been kept.” 

The Report then continues: 
Ihe Committee hopes that the friends 

and charitably disposed persons will con- 
tinue to appreciate the needs of this In- 
stitution, of which so far only the central 
or administration building has been com- 
pleted, and that the rooms, which are now 
occupied by 33 beds, are badly needed 
for the purposes of clinical instruction, 
laboratories and living and sleeping rooms 
for the Sisters, who are now uncomforta- 
bly crowded in two small bed rooms and 
compelled to eat and take their recreation 
in a basement room. The Sisters have 
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made sacrifices of every personal com- 
fort, in order to secure a revenue from 
private pay rooms, which income is in 
turn devoted to the care and treatment 
of the sick-poor, which constitute over 
90 per cent, of our patients. 

“We are in urgent need of an elevator 
and additional accommodations for the 
sick poor. The erection of a wing for 
wards will involve an outlay of about 
$15,000. Appreciating the fact that a 
timely gift is a double gift, the Com- 
mittee renews its offer, ‘ That contributors 
of two thousand dollars or over shall be 
allowed to name a ward or clinical room; 
contributors of one thousand dollars will 
have the privilege of naming a room, 
and contributors of five hundred dol- 
lars may name a bed.’ Wards, rooms, 
and beds will be named after the respec- 
tive benefactors unless otherwise directed 
by them. No more enduring monument 
can be founded in memory of departed 
friends than these memorial rooms or 
beds, which, in addition to affording 
shelter to suffering mankind, also sub- 
serve the interests of higher medical 
education.” 

Dr. Witmer, Professor of Mental Dis- 
eases, who has been seriously ill with 
pleurisy for the past month, is now con- 
valescent. 

The various branches of studies have 
awakened much interest, and the pro- 
fessors express themselves as well satis- 
fied with the general attention to studies 
on the part of the students. The clinics 
have been especially instructive this 
session, as there have been many im- 
portant medical and surgical cases. 

The system of dividing the classes into 
sections for practical and clinical instruc- 
tion has proved of great value. The 
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senior students are given opportunities 
to act as assistants at surgical operations. 

The courses in osteology, embryology, 
bacteriology, ophthalmology, physical 
diagnosis, and gynecology will be com- 
pleted by Christmas. The examinations 
in these branches will be held immedi- 
ately after the holidays. Midwinter ex- 
aminations will also be held in anatomy 
and physiology. 

The Medical Revieiv for November 25th 
has an exhaustive and interesting article 
by George M. Bdebohls, A. M., M. D., 
New York, on appendicitis. A biblio- 
graphy on the subject is appended, em- 
bracing three hundred and seventy-six 
references that include nearly all of real 
value that has been published on the 
subject. 

1900 
The senior class, at a recent meeting, 

elected the following gentlemen as officers 
for the ensuing year: President, Thomas 
E. Cavanaugh, A. B., Massachusetts; 
vice-president, Thomas J. Calkins, A. B. 
Ohio; secretary, J. A. Babbitt, West 
Virginia; treasurer, J. E. Smith, A. B., 
Kentucky. 

1901. 
At a class meeting held Monday, No- 

vember 20th, the following officers were 
elected for the ensuing year: President, 
Edward M. Talbott, Virginia; vice-presi- 
dent, Patrick M. Lynch, Massachusetts; 
secretary, Francis J. Doyle, New Jersey; 
sergeant-at-arms, William J. Callaghan, 
District of Columbia. 

The junior class have organized a 
football team and selected Mr. Frank H. 
McKeon as manager, and Mr. William J. 
Callighan as captain. They sent chal- 
lenges to the other classes, the seniors 
accepted, and now a hotly contested 
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game is expected, as both classes contain 
abundance of good raw football material. 

1902. 

Sophomore class held its monthly 
meeting Friday, November 10th, in the 
amphitheater, and after the regular 
business was completed the election of 
officers took place. President, Joseph P. 
Wahler, Congress Heights, D. C.; vice- 
president, Joseph Eegli, A. B., California; 
secretary, Joseph O’Leary, Massachusetts; 
treasurer, Joseph McIntyre, Pennsyl- 
vania; sergeant-at-arms, Cy Cummings, 
District of Columbia. The Mascot has 
not as yet been appointed. 

Anomalies are being discovered quite 
frequently here of late. Mr. Cashman 
and Mr. Lowe discovered a heart in 
which the foramen ovale had not been 
provided with a valvular fold. Mr. 
Moran, in his dissection, found a bifur- 
cation of the axillary artery. 

There was also noticed in one of the 
cadavers an absence of the innominate 
artery. Mr. Wahler exhibits a peroneal 
nerve which leaves the sheath of the 
great sciatic nerve at its exit in the great 
sacro sciatic foramen. 

1903. 

Freshman class boasts of forty-two 
new members. Class organization has 
been completed with Mr. John P. Hus- 
sey, of Bhode Island, as president; Mr. 
Hopkins, of the District of Columbia, as 
vice-president; Mr. F. McQuillin, of 
Bhode Island, as secretary and treasurer; 
Mr. C. B. Flynn, of Massachusetts, as 
sergeant-at-arms. Various committees 
were appointed to look after the minor 
business of the class. 

J. J. M. 

GEADITATE SCHOOL. 

These are days of transition over in 
“Old North.” Transition from the 
pleasant, care-free days at the beginning 
of the term when regular attendance at 
lectures is alone required, and the festive 
student congratulates himself on his 
bright prospects of a degree on residence, 
to the second scene in the prologue of 
his little drama, when professors begin 
to polish their spectacles in anticipation 
of sundry “papers” which they have 
suddenly declared must be shortly forth- 
coming. So things look a little changed. 
Everybody shows it. A chance visitor 
passing through the corridors would be 
wonderfully impressed at seeing the men 
going back and forth, back and forth 
from rooms to library, from library to 
rooms, with sad, set features, ink-stained 
fingers, and armfuls of massive tomes, 
intent on boiling all the accumulated 
wisdom of the “ authorities ” down into 
the narrow compass of a few paltry reams 
of foolscap. Still, these things must be, 
so the sooner the better for peaceful 
minds. 

Of general interest is the subject an- 
nounced by the Dean of the school, 
Father Shandelle, for the first “paper ” 
in his course of advanced rhetoric. The 
title is, “International Arbitration; an 
Essay.” The subject is to be treated in 
the style common to the popular essay, 
rather than after the didactic method of 
the school. This plainly opens a broader 
field, and is not only advantageous for 
practice in such writing, but must famil- 
iarize students with a question of vital 
importance in the present status of the 
nations of the civilized world. 

Post-graduate metaphysicians are burn- 
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ing midnight oil oyer the “ Origin of 
Ideas,” and the scholastic doctrine on 
“ Universal Ideas.” These theses, both 

difficult and abstruse, are disarmed of 
most of their terrors by the masterly 
exposition of them given by the lecturer, 
Father Devitt. It may be said, however, 
that a discussion of one of them recently 
overheard would, in all probability, make 
a certain orthodox Peripatetic turn in 
his grave. 

Father Holaind, S. J., continues his 
lectures, with an occasional interruption 
in the form of a “quiz” just to be sure 
that the students understand the matter, 
on Ethics and Economics. There are a 
good many text-books available on the 
former subject, but we are very willing 
to wait for the one by the lecturer him- 
self. 

The class in biology spend much time 
down in the laboratory, working over 
specimens of the brute creation, which 
shows that they are interested, and is a 
flattering tribute to the abilities, well 
known now, of the professor, Mr. Judd. 

J. W. H. 

COLLEGE NOTES. 

“Laugh and the world laughs with 
you.” Yes, laugh and all are ready to 
join you, for laughing is contagious, 
they say. And so it proved on Friday 
night, October 27. Every one forgot his 
little annoyances and became one of a 
jolly crowd of college boys. The night 
before our retreat began all our talent 
banded together and gave us a delight- 
ful entertainment in Gaston Hall. It 
was for the benefit of the Reserve Foot- 
ball Team, which does such good work 
each day against the ’Varsity. 
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The event was kept secret until the 
day of the performance, when the tickets 
were put on sale. They sold very rapidly, 
and when eight o’clock arrived almost 
every boy in the house was seated in 
Gaston Hall, eagerly scanning the neatly 
decorated stage. The following is the 
program: 

PART I. 
1. Piano, 

Mr. C. Hagan. 
2. Song—Asleep in the Deep Petrie 

Mr. O’Gorman. 
3. Song, 

Mr. E. Fassett. 
4. Mandolin Quartette—Flower Song, 

Lange. 
Messrs. Ellert, Byrne, 
Craigie, and Schultze. 
Guitar, Mr. Judson. 

5. Song—Serenade, Schubert 
Mr. P. Scantling. 

Violin Obligato, Mr. E. Schultz. 

6. Recitation, Wilcox 
Prof. C. Koehler. 

7. Song, 
Messrs. Cox and Johnston. 

8. Sketch, 
Mr. Chas. Green. 

9. Song, 
Mr. George O’Connor. 

PART II. 

1. Song—Out on the Deep, Lohr 
Mr. O’Gorman. 

2. Recitation—Forest King’s Victory, 
Mr. J. O’Shea. Ouida 

3. Song, 
Mr. C. Cox. 

4. Song—For All Eternity, Mascheroni 
Mr. P. Scantling. 

Violin Obligato, Mr. E. Schultz, 
5. Song, 

Mr. E. Fassett. 
6. Recitation, 

Prof. C. Koehler. 
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7. Song, 
Mr. F. Johnston. 

8. Mandolin Quartette, Medley 
9. Song, 

Mr. George O’Connor. 

Each of the gentlemen who so kindly 
volunteered their services, acquitted him- 
self in a very creditable manner. Those 
who called forth repeated encores were 
Professor Koehler and Mr. George O’Con- 
nor. Mr. O’Gorman’s fine baritone voice 
gained much applause, as did the artistic 
playing of Mr. Schultz and the splendid 
recitation of Mr. O’Shea. The contrivers 
of this entertainment are to be congratu- 
lated on the pleasing program presented, 
and the manner in which everything was 
carried out, and we are glad to hear that 
a financial as well as an artistic success 
was secured. 

On October 28th the annual retreat 
began. Fr. Halpin, of Fordham, N. Y., 
gave his first talk at 7 o’clock. He took 
as his theme, “ Is it all right with God ? ” 
He said that it was the duty of each one 
of his hearers to try and make it all 
right with God. He was taken ill the 
last night of retreat and Fr. Fagan was 
obliged to finish for him. 

On the last day of retreat a solemn 
Requiem Mass was sung for the repose of 
the souls of all the deceased students. The 
choir furnished appropriate music and 
Mr. P. O’Donnell sang a very pretty 
solo. 

There was a great time on the junior 
side the night of November 1st. The 
event was the celebration of Hallow E’en. 
They had a “Dog Feast,” ducking for 
apples, and other Hallow E’en sports. 

We are very glad to see a crowd of 
Convent girls over at all of the games, 

and we feel sure that their presence en- 
kindles in the souls of our combatants 
some of that enthusiasm and ambition 
that fired the hearts of those doughty 
champions of the jousts in those far 
away days “when Knighthood was in 
flower.” 

During the past month Sophomore 
class held a meeting, at which the fol- 
lowing officers were elected: President, 
Joseph Lynch; Vice-President, Fred. 
Carlon; Secretary, P. Edmonston; and 
C. O’Brien, Beadle. 

Mr. Ed. Smith, of Nashville, gave a 
very interesting lecture to the junior 
class, on the Greek Stage. It will be 
found elsewhere in the JOURNAL. 

The Philonomosian Debating Society 
has been reorganized, and held its first 
meeting Wednesday night, when the fol- 
lowing officers were elected: Vice-presi- 
dent, F. Fitzgerald; secretary, M. Sulli- 
van; treasurer, J. Costello; critic, Wm. 
Culbertson. 

The following are the class officers of 
Freshman for this year: President, Wm, 
Culbertson; vice-president, Wm. Byrnes; 
secretary, M. Russell; treasurer, C. 
Lynch. 

Father Wm. Doherty, S. J., formerly 
professor of ethics in the Graduate School, 
now rector of Loyola College, in Mon- 
treal, paid us a visit on his way South, 
whither he is going for his health. 

Father James Mackin, rector of St. 
Paul’s Church, who officiated at the mar- 
riage ceremony of Admiral Dewey, paid 
us a visit on Tuesday. 

We regret to hear that Mr. J. J. Kirby 
has been called home on account of the 
illness of his father. 

The badges of the League of the Sacred 
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Heart were distributed by Father Whit- 
ney to all the members of the League on 
the first Friday. 

For some time past the members of 
the Dramatic Association have been 
busily engaged in the preparation of 
their semi-annual production. The play 
chosen to be staged is the drama entitled 
“A Celebrated Case,” in which James 
O’Neil figured so successfully a few 
years ago. That it will receive a worthy 
rendering at the hands of the George- 
town Thespians seems assured, as no 
pains have been spared to make the pro- 
duction a thorough success. New scenery 
has been painted for the occasion, and 
the costuming promises to be most elab- 
orate. Most significant of all, however, 
is the cast and its able director, Prof. 
Koehler. The latter, whose high repu- 
tation as an elocutionist and dramatic 
coach is not merely local but even 
national, has expended his untiring energy 
in the drilling of the players. Among 
the latter is Mr. Jas. A. O’Shea whose 
eminent success in the title role of 
Richelieu last winter, will be remembered 

by all. The leading part will be played 
by Mr. C. V. Moran, who also figured 
prominently and most successfully in 
last year’s play. Mr. Moran possesses 
all the requirements of the artistic actor, 
and bids fair to win for himself a lasting 
reputation in amateur theatricals. 

Besides these, others of last year’s play 
will appear in conjunction with some 
new and promising talent. 

The evening chosen for the production, 
is Monday, December 18th. 

On November 22d, in the afternoon, 
took place the annual dinner of the 
choir. Professor Geo. II. Wells presided. 
The menu was elaborate, and much 
enjoyment was had. The Reverend Rec- 
tor was the guest of honor, and toward 
the end of the repast said a few words 
of encouragement to the members, con- 
gratulating them on the good work done 
in the past. Other speeches were made 
by Messrs. Hagan and Ferneding. The 
evening closed agreeably for all, permis- 
sion to go down town being granted to 
all the members of the choir. 
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WITH THE 
The bridegrooms have not neglected us this 

month. Several of the Old Boys on their honey- 
moon have dropped in to see us, incidentally 
reminding us timidly that the life of a benedict 
is far ahead of the bachelor’s. 

Among them was John Manly, ex-90. To- 
gether with his wife and old schoolmate, 
Richard Watkins, he visited the scenes of his 
student days, and perhaps recollected, when he 
saw the ominous class-rooms, the crusty old 
masters of the ancient classics. 

The other was J. Tiers Reardon, ’89. He 
and his bride wandered over old Georgetown’s 
grounds, Tiers recalling many thoughts of the 
past. The way in which Tiers won his fair 
young bride, reminds one strongly of “ young 
Lochinvar. ’ ’ Truly there is poetry and romance 
still in this prosy modern world. 

From the Baltimore Sun we learn that George 
Brent Merrick was the youngest nominee on 
either ticket in Prince George’s County. George 
is evidently emulating the example of his illus- 
trious ancestors. It is the wish of the JOURNAL 

that his success may equal if not surpass theirs. 
The JOURNAL has learned that Thomas 

Pierce, ’98, has been admitted to the Tennessee 
bar, and incidentally has been married to a fair 
Tennessee young lady. We are unable to 
learn any further particulars. Congratulations, 
Tom. 

Ran'ey Green, in residence ’91-’96, paid us a 
visit October 27th. He departed fresh with 
old time recollections of college triumphs. 

Frank MacAnerney, ’98, stopped off on his 
way from Virginia to New York. To those who 
saw and talked to him, he seems the same 
genial Frank, of the famous ’98 days. 

Another ’98 man who quite frequently calls 
on us is Savage Bates. We are pleased to 
announce that Savage has recently been ap- 
pointed Lieutenant of Marines. As yet no 
active duty has been assigned him. 

Will McAleer, ’98, took in the Virginia game 
ypith us. His singing abilities were ably demon- 

OLD BOYS. 
strated along the side lines when he joined in 
the college songs with vigor. 

In fact this last month has brought back 
many recollections of the ’98 class. It was a 
pleasure to see such Old Boys as MacAnerney, 
McAleer, Bates, Reardon, Brady, and others 
come together. Somehow they vividly re- 
minded us of the old Greek days. If we could 
have had “Billy” McCullough and Tom 
Prince, the Greek Society would have been 
almost one again. The writer has vivid recol- 
lections of those Greek days. He remembers, 
and most probably shall continue to remember, 
his sliding down, not that cellar door, but the 
wet roof of the well-house. He remembers, 
too, when Billy McCullough baptized him with 
sand and water, christening him “Ajax the 
lesser.” Moore, I believe, was “ the greater. ” 
He can still see the new youths trembling as 
the “smeller out” made his rounds to discover 
any new applicants for membership. It was a 
strange society. The wishes of the new mem- 
ber were never consulted. The “ smeller out ” 
simply notified him and he was ready. How 
glorious it was to stand upon those stones and 
face all the eager faces round the hillside. Your 
song was greeted with cheers. But your speech, 
alas 1 it often met with the proverbial reception 
given a “ bum actor.” The only exception 
was that there were wet wads of paper instead 
of cabbages. If those days were still in exist- 
ence how the writer would get into the recep- 
tion services with a vengeance. 

Mr. William R. Ryan, formerly a student 
here, called a few days ago to see his brother 
Clem. He didn’t tarry long, as business called 
him elsewhere. 

Mr. John McAleer, ’98, made one of his fre- 
quent visits, on St. Catharine’s day, to see his 
brother Joe, and incidentally to pay his respects 
to his Alma Mater. While here he graced the 
philosophers’ banquet with his presence, the 
guest of Father Whitney and the class of 1900. 

Mr, Ed. Tobin, ’95, Ph..p, ’97, made his ap< 
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pearance once more, after a long absence, 
within the portals of his Alma Mater. Ed is 
now a successful attorney in San Francisco. 
We were glad to hear that Georgetown is well 
represented on the Pacific Coast. We hope 
soon to hear that an Alumni Association has 
been organized there, to keep alive the mem- 
ories of College days. 

We regret to have to chronicle the sad taking 
off of one of our young alumni, Andrew Don- 
ohue Martin. We take from the Los Angeles 
Herald the following account: 

“Young, blessed with fortune's fondest 
smiles and still in the happy days of a honey- 
moon shared by a fond and beautiful wife, 
Andrew Donohue Martin, son of Mrs. Eleanor 
Martin and the late Eiward Martin, of San 
Francisco, died at Palm Springs, a Colorado 
desert station this side of Indio, on Tuesday 
night. 

“Mr. Martin had been suffering for some 
time with an affection of the lungs, the result 
of a severe attack of tuberculous pneumonia 
contracted two years ago while on a visit to the 
Atlantic States. So seriously ill was he at that 
time that his mother was summoned to his 
bedside by telegraph. As soon as he recovered 
sufficiently to be moved he was brought to 
Southern California, in the hope that the 
warmer climate would hasten convalescence, 
but the disease had gained such a foothold that 
tuberculosis of the lungs set in and all his 
wealth availed him naught. 

“The very best physical skill and all the 
earthly comforts and luxuries at the command 
of unlimited wealth ; the great love of a devoted 
mother, and the tender affection of a deeply 
solicitous wife, could not save the young life 
just entering its third decade of existence. On 
the realization of the serious inroads of the 
dread tuberculosis, Dr. John R. Haynes, the 
attending physician, recommended the dry 
atmosphere of Palm Springs, and accordingly 
the young man took up his residence on the 
desert, living there a year in a rented house. 
Finding the air beneficial, he erected a hand- 
some dwelling, with all the comforts of a 
modern city home. Here he brought his young 
wife, a woman whose strong individuality made 
it possible for her to give up all the pleasurable 
excitement of a continual round of social gaiety 

in a city where she had been a reigning belle for 
five years, for a comparatively colorless life on 
a California desert. 

“ The existence led in this desert home was 
necessarily a quiet one, visiting friends from 
the outside world or an occasional trip to this 
city forming the principal social events of the 
several weeks spent together there. 

“Andrew Donohue Martin was a native of 
San Francisco, only 23 years of age. He was 
very popular in the social life of various parts 
of the State and a member of the best clubs, 
including the University of San Francisco, 
Montecito, of Santa Barbara, and the California 
and Country clubs of this city. He was a grad- 
uate of Georgetown College, near Washington, 
D. C., and had also been a student at Beaumont 
College, England. His health had always been 
fairly good until the serious and lingering ill- 
ness which finally resulted in his death. 

“He was a nephew of the late Governor John 
G. Downey and Mrs. Peter Donohue, of San 
Francisco, and had he lived would have fallen 
heir to a substantial part of the Donohue mil- 
lions, as well as being an heir of the Downey 
and Martin estates. In addition to these pros- 
pects he was wealthy in his own right, and in 
his marriage to Miss Genevieve Goad two for- 
tunes were linked together. 

“Mrs. Eleanor Martin arrived in this city a 
few days ago with the intention of visiting her 
son and his wife at Palm Springs, expecting to 
start yesterday, when the information, entirely 
unexpected, was received of his death. A 
special train, instead, was dispatched to bring 
the body to this city, arriving here at 11:15 last 
night. 

“ The young wife was at her husband’s bed- 
side when death came, as were also her brother, 
William Frank Goad, and Addison Mizner, son 
of the late Gen. Lansing B. Mizner, and young 
Martin’s lifelong friend. Death was entirely 
unexpected, as when Mr. Martin was here ten 
days ago he. did not feel more ill than usual, 
and it was believed by the physician that 
months were yet before him. 

“ A High Requiem Mass will be celebrated 
this morning at 10.30 o’clock at the Cathedral, 
Rev. Father Clifford being the celebrant, and 
Revs. Harnett and Maloney deacon and sub- 
deacon. The remains will be taken to San 
Franpiscp for interment, accompanied frona this 
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city by J. Downey Harvey, Peter and Walter 
Martin, and the mother and wife and several 
friends of the family. 

‘ Andrew Martin and Miss Genevieve Goad 
were married September 26, at the Goad resi- 
dence, at the corner of Gough and Washington 
streets, San Francisco. The affair was elab- 
orate only in the costliness of the floral decora- 
tions and the appointments of the wedding 
feast, and much disappointment was felt by the 
hosts of friends of the young couple that they 
had not been bidden to the celebration of the 
ceremony. But the groom's health did not per- 
mit of undue excitement and the affair was con- 
fined to the presence of relatives and very 
immediate friends. 

“ Tlle match was a very pleasing one to the 
Martin family, the members of which presented 
the young bride with costly gifts, in the shape 
of jewels and silver and gold service, and a 
whole large roomful of presents were received 
from friends. 

‘ ‘ Immediately after the ceremony was per- 
formed Mr. and Mrs. Martin went to Palm 
Springs, where they have since remained.” 

The Denver Republican speaks as follows of 
one of our Old Boys, who lost his life while 
attempting to ford the river Agno in the Phil- 
ippines : 

“ Lieutenant Maximilliano Luna, whom Gen 
eral Lawton reports as having been drowned in 
the river Agno, in the Philippines, is a member 
of a wealthy Spanish family that has resided for 
generations at Los Lunas, within twenty miles 
of the city. His war career started early in the 
spring of last year, when he recruited a troop 
of rough riders in this city, and went to the 
front with Roosevelt, storming San Juan hill 
as their captain. 

“Maximillian Luna lived near Santa Fe, N.M. 
He was a graduate of Georgetown University, 
class of 89. Captain Luna took part in all the 
Cuban engagements of the Spanish-American 
war. He was with Troop F, next behind 
Capron’s Troop, at Las Guasimas. After the 
fall of Santiago, Captain Luna was on the staff 
of Major-General Leonard Wood, military gov- 
ernor of Santiago. Captain Luna is the only 

American officer in the Spanish-American war 
whose descent is Spanish. 

“ On returning to New Mexico, and after a 
long siege with the Cuban fever, he received 
an appointment as lieutenant in the Regular 
Army, and when President McKinley made a 
call for additional soldiers to duty in the Phil 
ippines, he recruited for the Thirty-fourth In- 
fantry throughout New Mexico and Arizona, 
making his first recruiting station in this city. 

“After the infantry had remained at Fort 
Logan for a month or so, orders were issued to 
move, and on Friday, September 8th, on the 
transport Columbia the lieutenant, with the 
Thirty-fourth, sailed for the Philippines. 

“In his native county of Valencia, this ter- 
ritory, the people honored him with many offices 
of trust. He filled the office of sheriff, besides 
several minor positions. He was elected to the 
House of Representatives of the Territorial 
Legislature on several occasions, and during 
one Legislature presided with marked ability 
as the speaker. 

“ Lieutenant Luna was the son of ex-delegate 
to Congress Franquillino Luna, deceased, and 
nephew of Hon. Solomon Luna, the Repub- 
lican National committeeman of New Mexico. 

“A few years ago he was married to Miss 
Keyes, daughter of Major Keyes, who is now 
stationed at San Antonio, Tex. Mrs. Luna ac- 
companied her husband as far as San Francisco 
on his journey to the Philippines. She is now 
at San Antonio, Tex.” 

It is with sincere regret that we have to record 
the death, on November 30th, of William J. 
Cronin. After graduating, he attended the 
Post-Graduate course in ’96, and gave evidence 
of brilliant talents and a charming character- 
He was one of the victorious debaters against 
the Columbians in ’94. At the time of his 
death he was Mayor of Pawtucket, R. I. He 
was taken ill shortly after his inauguration last 
January, and since that time he had been un- 
able to attend to his official duties. He died of 
consumption in Asheville, N. C., whither he 
had gone to strive to ward off the fell disease. 
He was born in Malden, Mass., April 10, 1868. 
The Old Boys will learn of his death with sur- 
prise and sorrow. 
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LETTER FROM OUR PHILADELPHIA 
CORRESPONDENT. 

Well, Philadelphia, it seems, Is to have a 
little corner of her own in the JOURNAL and 
from time to time the deeds of the Old Boys, 
now in Quakertown, are to be told, not however, 
in song, but in plain everyday prose. We 
trust that this step will, in some measure, serve 
to unite the alumni of this city more closely to 
the old college, whose advancement in every 
line, be it athletic or educational, should be a 
matter of the greatest interest to all of its loyal 
sons. The success of our large universities is 
largely, we might almost say altogether, due to 
the sympathy and the assistance of their alumni, 
when they have departed from the classroom 
and from the campus. 

For our first letter we have not been able to 
gather much news, but the following notice 
may be of interest to the JOURNAL readers : 

Mr. Wm. V. McGrath, one of Georgetown’s 
most enthusiastic sons, informs your corre- 
spondent that the local alumni dinner will 
take place about the middle of January. This 
occasion promises to be attended with even 
greater success than those of former years. 

Mr. A. J. Antelo Devereux, ’98, famous in 
Georgetown annals as an athlete and a ‘ ‘ stal- 
wart Greek,” now holds a responsible position 
in one of Philadelphia’s largest banking insti- 
tutions. 

Mr. Thomas V. Bolan, ’ 89, is the chief engineer 
in the Philadelphia office of the General Elec- 
tric Company, where his unquestioned ability 
has won him much-merited praise. 

Mr. Claude de la Roche Francis, in residence 
in the early ’90’s, will spend the winter in New 
York. His uncle, Dr. C. Percy C. Roche, is 
at present in Rome. 

WM. MCALEER, JR., ’98. 



ATHLETICS 
BALTIMORE MEDICAL COLLEGE, 16; GEORGETOWN 0. 

What was evi- 
dently the best team 
that ever appeared 
on our field met us, 
Oct. 25, in the per- 
sons of the eleven 
representing Balti- 
more Medical Col- 
lege. Outweighing 
us, man to man, 
they nevertheless 
betrayed no signs of 
that slowness which 
is the common fault 
of big men. 

Our team showed 
magnificent pluck 
thr o u g h o u t the 
game in attempting 
to turn the tide of 
victory. Riordan, 
Green, Cummings 
and Wimsatt were 

Score—Balt. Medical College, 16 ; George- 
town, 0. Touchdowns—Henkel, 2 ; South, 1. 
Goals—Noble, 1. Referee—Dr. Conley. Um- 
pire—Mr. Smith. Timer—Mr. Devlin. Lines- 
men—Messrs. Delaney and Moran. 

GEORGETOWN, 5 ; GALLAUDET, 0. 

On a very muddy field the eleven met Gal- 
laudet November 1st, and, after a very interest- 
ing and hard-fought contest, won from them 
by a score of five to nothing. 

During the first half no score was made by 
either side, and the ball changed frequently 
from one side to the other in its many journeys 
up and down the field, and the half ended with 
honors even. After Gallaudet kicked off Kerns 
brought the ball up to the 25-yard line. Here 
a short kick was made to the center of the field, 
where Waters was downed quickly by Green. 
Georgetown soon regained the ball by holding 
their opponents for downs, and then kicked to 
Rosson, whom Green stopped on the 35-yard 

especially prominent by reason of their bril- 
liant playing ; in fact the entire eleven played 
their best, but weight told, and even though 
a clean tackle was made, the weight of our 
opponents was sufficient to make even then sub- 
stantial gains. 

Henkel and South, of the Medicos, distin- 
guished themselves especially above their fel- 
lows, and the memory of their star-playing will 
long remain in Georgetown. 

The line-up was as follows : 
Georgetown. Positions. Balto. Med Col. 
Barry „ Right End Blair 
Green   ...Left End Walker 
Jones Center Turner 
Wimsatt Right Guard Penton 
Long Right Tackle Scannell 
Cummings Left Guard Mayer 
McKay Left Tackle Kell 
Grade Quarter-Back Noble 
Kerns    Left Half-Back South 
Riordan Right Half-Back Stolte 
O’Gorman, Devlin....Full-Back Henkel 

line. Gallaudet was forced to kick, and the 
ball was punted fifty yards to Devlin, who, in 
the most spectacular play of the day, cleverly 
returned it, by a brilliant run, to Gallaudet’s 
85 yard line. Then the ball was steadily ad- 
vanced by consistent line-bucking, to the 5-yard 
line, where Carroll was injured slightly and re- 
moved from the game. By the next play 
Devlin carried the ball over the line for the 
single and winning score of the game. Green 
failed in the try for goal. The eleven gradu- 
ally returned the ball to Gallaudet’s 25-yard 
line, where time was called at the expiration of 
the second half. 

Wimsatt also played his position perfectly, 
and ran with the ball like a Wefers. Cum- 
mings, Long and Lenane played their usual 
brilliant game. 

The Washington Post, of November 2d, gives 
Georgetown the championship of the South 
through beating Gallaudet which had already 
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beaten the University of Virginia, 11 to 5, at 
Charlottesville, October 21st. 

The line-up was as follows : 
Gallaudet. Positions. Georgetown. 
Hemstreet Center Lynch 
.Tones Right Guard Wimsatt 
Wheeler Left Guard Cummings 
L Rosson Left Tackle Long 
Mather Right Tackle Lenane 
Kurath Right End Green 
Geilfuss Left End Hirst 
Carroll Quarter-Back Gracie 
Andree R. Half-Back Reardon 
Barham L. Half Back Kerns 
Waters Full Back Devlin 

Touchdowns—Devlin, 1. Umpire — Prof. 
J. W. Caine, of St. John’s College, Annapolis. 
Referee—Mr. J. Fe htig, an alumnus of St. 
John’s College, Annapolis. 

UNIV. OF MARYLAND, 0; GEORGETOWN, 17. 

Maryland came to meet us November 4th, 
fresh and confident after holding down North 
Carolina to a meagre score of five points, but 
the Georgetown eleven trotted on the field and 
showed their pugnacious opponents a few new 
ideas on the college game. When the whistle 
blew at the end of the second half Georgetown 
had scored 17, while the visitors had been 
unable t > cross our line even once. 

Capt. Long could not play on account of an 
injured shoulder, but Lynch filled the center 
position very well. Reardon, Lenane, and 
Green did the best work for Georgetown, while 
Captain Lewis and Right End Whitehurst, of 
Maryland deserve great credit for their good 
play. 

The line -up : 
Georgetown. Positions. Maryland. 

Lynch   Center Brown 
Wimsatt Right Guard Paget 
Cummings Left Guard Maguire 
Mackay, English....RightTackle....Lewis (capt.) 
Lenane Left Tackle Willett 
Green Right End Whitehurst 
Hirst Left End Walker 
Gracie Quarter Back Rogers 
Reardon,O’DonnelLRight Half-Back Green 
Kerns, Barry Left Half-Back | "^Whitaker 
Devlin,0’Gorman..Full-Back Sheele 

Umpire—Mr. W. Pilling, Princeton. Ref- 
eree—Mr. J. Hadley Doyle, Potomac Boat 
Club. Linesmen—Mr. Matthews, for Maryland 
Universi y, and Messrs. English and Vandeven- 
ter, for Georgetown University. Timekeeper— 
Mr. Moran. 

GEORGETOWN, 5 ; DICKINSON, 0. 

Manager Smith scheduled a game with Dick- 
inson for November 15th, and the result was 
the best fought contest of the year, which was 
unfortunately marred by an ending which was 
eminently disappointing lo both sides. The 
score was nothing to nothing with but three 
minutes and a half of thesecond half remaining. 
The ball was Dickinson’s on our 50 yard line, 
and a quarter-back play was worked, sending 
Hann across the line. It had been agreed be- 
tween the officials, before the game, that if 
either official observed a violation of rules which 
came within the duties of the other, the one 
observing the violations could impose penalties 
and make decisions regarding such violations, 
even if nominally f he power did not belong to 
him. Immediately after the play in dispute 
the umpire, Mr. Doyle, asked Mr. Heckman if 
he had seen the play, and as that gentleman 
answered that he had not, Mr. Doyle, pursuant 
to the agreement between him and Mr. Heck- 
man, ruled that the ball had been passed for- 
ward and declared the ball ours on our 50 yard 
line ; Mr. Heckman then gave Dickinson two 
minutes to play, and as they refused, declared 
the game forfeited to Georgetown. 

The Dickinson people played a very strong 
game, and at the same time a very clean one, 
which stamped them at once as gentlemen, and 
we shall look forward with pleasure to our 
next meeting with them. 

The line up : 
Georgetown. Positions. Dickinson. 

Long (capt.) Center Ralston 
Wimsatt Right Guard Decker 
Cummings Left Guard Johnson 
Eaton Right Tackle Bedlow 
Lenane Left Tackle Diehl 
Greene Right End Williams 
Hirst Left End Buffer 
Gracie Quarter back Hann (capt.) 
Barry Right Half-Back Clipping 
Devlin Left Half-Back Louther 
O’Gorman Full Back McGuffie 

Umpire—Mr. J. Hadley Doyle, Potomac Boat 
Club. Referee—Mr. G. Heckman, Dickinson 
College. 

GEORGETOWN, 0; VIRGINIA, 0. 
The Goddess of Fortune smiled on the man- 

agement since she decreed that the day would 
be pleasant enough to draw 3,500 people to 
our grounds. She evidently felt then that we 
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ought to be satisfied with this share of her 
graciousness, for throughout the game the 
beaming smiles of favor she cast on the Vir- 
ginia eleven were so all-powerful that our 
rivals surpassed their wildest dreams and suc- 
ceeded in making the score of the game a tie. 

The air was bracing, and as the field was in 
perfect condition, all signs pointed to a good 
game. And the event justified the predictions. 
Georgetown’s brilliant offense and impregnable 
defense, and Virginia’s desperate bull-dog pluck 
in endeavoring to stop the merciless sweep of 
our backs caused the bleachers, crowded with 
all sorts, conditions, and ages of life, to burst 
out in genuine applause time and time again. 

As if yelling and applauding were deemed in- 
sufficient to show our patriotism, our Law and 
Medical Schools marched in with a band, only 
to be followed by the Virginias with another 
band. 

Then all the spectators showed their allegi- 
ance to either one of the struggling teams 
by wearing huge masses of blue and gray or 
blue and orange, in the form of rosettes and 
streamers. 

The game played was very fierce, and that 
only one man of the eleven had to leave the field 
was highly creditable from two points of view 
to Mr. Church. He had strictly charged our 
men to play a clean game, and his orders were 
obeyed to the letter. No matter what the 
provocation, the Georgetown players through- 
out the whole game abstained from slugging. 
Again, the result shows the splendid condition 
our men were in, thanks to the watchful eye 
and zealous care of our brawny coach. 

Virginia evidently needs some competent 
trainer, as her men fell by the wayside and 
sparred for wind every time a rush was made 
by ours. Gerstle and Summersgill especially 
were shocked, and were forced to retire after 
proving themselves foemen worthy of our 
mettle. Summersgill should be singled out for 
individual praise as, although handicapped 
with a bad knee, he played as long as he was 
able, a clean, fast, and hard game. 

The noticeable part of our play was the im- 
pregnability of that tough and sturdy line that 
refused to budge an inch, no matter how severe 
the attack on it. Green played his usual game, 
so that, in football, comparison should run thus 
wise : good, better, Charles Green. Sirs* was 

handicapped by suffering a dislocation of the 
thumb in the first rush, but by splendid nerve 
he kept his end safe during the rest of the 
game. Grade ran the team superbly and the 
absence of fumbles was refreshing. O’Gorman 
puntea well and was very successful at hurdling 
the line. Barry played a fine game until injured 
in the second half, and Reardon, who replaced 
him, made some fine gains and clean tackles. 

But the clever work of Devlin at half made 
him, if it were possible, even more worthy of 
praise than the rest of the eleven, and if he had 
been playing on any other eleven his playing 
would have made us reckon him as a phenom- 
enon, but we have become so familiar with his 
consistent g od work in all the branches of his 
position that hereafter we shall expect him to 
surpass himself only by the impossible. 

To appreciate fully the tide of ill fortune that 
swept us back, time and again, from that thin 
line, the crossing of which would make the 
blue and gray the undoubted champions of the 
South, we need only state that the ball was in 
Virginia’s possession but four-and-a-half min- 
utes of actual playing time ; but due credit 
must be given to the Virginians for the mag- 
nificent way in which they summoned up, at 
the crucial moment, their last resources in the 
way of pluck and desperation, so that they 
could gain the opportunity to punt the ball so 
far down the field that the eleven would have 
to take up the heart-rending struggle again. 

Manager Smith endeavored to arrange another 
game to settle the question of supremacy defi- 
nitely, but his offer was unfortunately declined. 

The decisions of Mr. Andrus and Mr. Hickok 
were highly satisfactory, and they succeeded in 
keeping the game moving along smoothly, and 
at the same time free from the long drawn-out 
and tiresome Objections of the players and sense 
less kicks of the prejudiced spectators. 

The line-up : 

Georgetown. Position. Virginia. 
Green Right End McGill 
Eaton Right Tackle..8ummersgill 
Wimsatt Right Guard  Haskell 
Long Center. Norfleet 
Cummings Left Guard Griffin 
Lenane Left Tackle Lloyd 
Hirst Left End   Taylor 
Gracie Quarter-Back N aale 
Barry, Reardon R, Half-back...... j Mallory 
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Devlin L. Half-back.... j gjg&l 
O’Gorman Full-back Coleman 

Umpire—Mr. W. H. Andrus, ’97, Princeton. 
Referee—Mr. Orville Hickok, ’95, Yale. Lines- 
men—Messrs. S. P. McPheeters, University of 
Virginia, and W. K. Johnson, Georgetown 
University. 

TRACK TEAM. 

On November 7th, in place of the annual 
fall games, the track men gave an exhibition 
meet, and the results betoken good prospects 
for many successes, during the coming season, 
of the fleet-footed and strong-armed athletes 
that represent the old place. All the men par- 
ticipated with the exception of Captain Mulli- 
gan, who was ill with malaria at the time. 

No records were broken, but the times are . 
very satisfactory, considering the heaviness of 
the track and the heat of the day. 

Duffy and Holland ran in excellent shape, 
and Dessez and Sheridan ran to very close 
finish in the 880. Culvilier, the crack C. H. S. 
sprinter, tried Duffy in the 50 yards, and our 
representative won by 8 yards. 

The summary : 
100 yards—Duffy, first; Holland, second ; 

Lynch, third. Time, 10J seconds. 
220 yards—Holland, first; Lynch, second ; 

Byrne, third. Time, 23j seconds. 
440 yards—Holland, first ; O’Shea, second. 

Time, 51f seconds. 
880 yards—Dessez, first; Sheridan, second. 

Time, 2.07. 
Running High Jump—Holland won ; 5 feet 

6 inches. Mr. Duffy withdrew at 5 feet, 5 
inches. 

50 yards. Special.—Duffy, first ; Culvilier, 
second. Time, 5i seconds. 

DAVID FLYNN. 

BOOK 
COLLEGE DAYS AT GEORGETOWN AND OTHER 

PAPERS. By J. Fairfax McLaughlin, LL.D. 
Illustrated with pictures of Lord Baltimore, 
Archbishop Carroll, Dr. Ryder, Georgetown 
University, etc.; 12 mo, cloth, artistic finish. 
J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, 
1899. 

THE FRIARS IN THE PHILIPPINES. By Rev. 
Ambrose Coleman, O. P. Price, paper, 
25c. ; cloth 50c. Marlier, Callanan & Co., 
Boston. 

At this period, when the question of the 
rights, duties, and obligations of our Govern- 
ment towards the Orders and their existence in 
the recently-acquired Archipelago of the East 
is absorbing the universal attention of the 
American people, the appearance of the above 
work, fresh from the pen of a member of one 
of the interested Orders, about which so much 
has been said, spoken and written, is certainly 
timely. 

In clear, convincing, and precise language 
the author demonstrates the truly wonderful 
accomplishments in the path of influencing 
civilization successfully inaugurated and termi- 

TALK. 
nated by the Friars since their advent to the 
islands some three centuries ago. With an ac- 
curacy of detail that is charming, the character, 
habits, and modes of living of the native are 
portrayed. Under the beneficent influence of 
the Christianizing Friars we find the native 
“ self-respecting and self-contrained to a re- 
markable degree, patient under misfortune, and 
forbearing under provocation.” This is the 
native of the Northern isles, Luzon and Min- 
danao. His Southern neighbor, the Morox, 
“ will calmly cut down the slave merely to try 
the edge of a new weapon.” “Inhuman and 
cold-blooded cruelty ” is his “ great character- 
istic.” Such were the previous condition and 
characteristics of the natives of Luzon and 
Mindanao, but the good Friars have wrought a 
complete revolution in their nature. 

The many hitherto unchallenged charges 
against the Orders are each minutely analyzed 
in turn. Each charge is subjected to the light 
of careful, diligent scrutiny, and shown to be a 
baseless calumny, and the outcome of prejudice. 

An interesting bit of information contained 
in this work is the delightful esteem in which 
the leader of the rebellion is held by these men, 
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who have been assailed with charges of foster- 
ing the rebellion. He is characterized by them 
as an “unfaithful renegade, who was fed, 
clothed, and educated by Catholic priests.” 

Indeed, upon the whole, we may be justified 
in concluding that the volume, with its abun- 
dance of geographical, historical, topographi- 
cal, and miscellaneous facts touching upon the 
question at issue, fills a want that has been 
seriously felt, and we are not surprised to learn 
that the first edition was exhausted in two 
weeks. The second edition is now ready. 

STUDIES IN LITERATURE. By Maurice Francis 
Egan, A. M., LL. D. B. Herder, St. Louis, 
Mo. Price, 60 cents net. 
In this volume the author shows his ability as 

an essayist. There are six papers: 1. “ Some 
Words About Chaucer ; ” 2. “On the Teaching 
of English:” 3. “The Sanctity of Litera- 
ture ; ” 4. “ Some Aspects of an American 
Essayist;” 5. “The Ode Structure of Cov- 
entry Patmore ; ” 6. “ New Handbooks of 
Philosophy.” 

In the first paper, the writer would have us 
judge Chaucer in the light of the times in 
which he lived, and shows how unfounded is 
the plea made by some Protestants that in the 
great poet they have the forerunner of Wick- 
liffe and Lollardism. 

In the chapter on “ The Teaching of Eng- 
lish, he advocates the study of literature, as 
distinguished from the study of mere language. 
The latter, of course, must not he neglected, 
but it is the knowledge of the whole scope of 
literature with the influences had on it by his- 
torical events, by neighboring peoples, and 
cognate languages that will serve to broaden 
the mind and educate the masses. 

In speaking of “ The Sanctity of Literature,” 
the author does not make it quite clear what 
he means by literature. He seems to hold that 
literature in itself is something holy, and yet 
he says that, “Literature, highest when most 
artistic, may be dragged to the earth, cast to the 
swine, but it will always be for God or against 
Him. And the greatest literature is called divine, 
because it is with Him. It is sacred.” Here 
he implies that there may be two kinds of 
literature—one that is faithful to the higher 
ideals, and that reveals what is God-like in 

man, and another that may express the lower 
alms and hedonist aspirations of man’s de- 
praved nature. This latter species of literature 
is far from sacred, far from holy. The litera- 
ture of a country will be the written works of 
the authors who at various periods have con- 
tributed their writings to .the public. These 
written works will reflect the nature, the 
character, the principles, the aspirations of 
the writers. As they are, so will be their 
works. If they are not imbued with lofty and 
divine ideals, it is vain to seek from their pens 
works expressive of things lofty and divine. 
At times, it is true, the better nature of the 
man, which rarely is wholly obliterated even 
in the worst, will rise up to expressions of 
what is truly beautiful and truly grand, but 
the concrete literature of a nation will be no 
better and no worse than the writers who pro- 
duce it. Literature expresses subjective truth, 
It expresses thoughts, as Newman says. Again: 
“ Since the thoughts and reasonings of an 
author have, as I have said, a personal charac- 
ter, no wonder that his style is not only the 
Image of his subject, but of his mind.” And, 
again, he says: “By letters or literature is 
meant the expression of thought in language, 
where by ‘ thought’ I mean the ideas, feelings, 
views, reasonings, and other operations of the 
human mind.” And so Newman classifies 
English literature as Protestant, and speaks in 
no very flattering terms of the earlier French 
and Italian literatures. 

In the two following chapters the writer 
praises Bishop Spalding as an Essayist, aDd 
Coventry Patmore as a poet with original 
theories, and finally, in the last chapter, shows 
how the novel of the day has become the 
favorite means of propagating the various phi- 
losophic theories of the writers. The volume 
is written in Mr. Egan’s fascinating style, and 
will well repay a reading. 

DAILY THOUGHTS TOR PRIESTS. By Very Rev. 
J. B. Hogan, S. S., DD. Marlier, Callanan 
& Co., Boston. Price, $1.00 net. 
Our priests are usually very busy men. 

The daily routine of life tends to distract their 
minds from the inner spiritual life. Many 
scarcely have the leisure to apply themselves 
to lengthy meditation on spiritual things, and 
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yet all know how much their efficiency in their 
field of labor depends on the vivid perception of 
spiritual things, and on the unction that will 
come from meditation on the unseen. To sup- 
ply this need of the b.isy priest, the author has 
furnished a small volume that is replete with 
pregnant thoughts briefly put. “ They consist 
of truths almost entirely borrowed from the 
Gospel, and viewed in their bearing on the 
spirit and duties of the priesthood. The text 
which introduces each subject is generally a 
saying of our Lord Himself, and the develop- 
ment of it is gathered from other recorded 
utterances of His, or from the inspired writings 
of the Apostles, or from the daily experience of 
life. A passage from the Fathers, the Imita- 
tion, or some other authorized source is gener- 
ally given at the end, reflecting in human form 
the heavenly truth, and helping to impress it on 
the mind of the reader.” 

THE BEST FOOT FORWARD AND OTHER STORIES. 

By Francis J. Finn, S. J. Benziger Bros., 
New York, Cincinnati, Chicago. Price, 85c. 
Father Finn’s books are so well known to 

the public that a mere mention of the fact that 
he has published a new volume will insure for 
it a large demand. Two of the stories con- 
tained in the present volume have their scenes 
in the college, and the author displays, with 
his usual skill his perfect knowledge of the 
college boy. In “ The King of the College,” 
occurs an exciting description of a football 
game, in reading which the reader will be a 
stoic indeed if he be not carried away out of 
himself and feel his pulse beat with sympa- 
thetic excitement. “ Looking for Santa Claus” 
is a charming little tale, in which the writer 
brings out the simplicity and Innocence of 
childhood. 

THE ADVENTURES OF A FRESHMAN. By Jesse 
Lynch Williams. Scribner’s Sons. Price, 
$1.25. 
Simplicity and naturalness combined with 

originality are, we think, the crowning points 
in Jesse Lynch Williams’ success. To sit down 
and read his latest book, " The Adventures of 
a Freshman,” after one has passed through 
college is to recall, perhaps, some of the dearest 
memories one can conjure up. In his new 
work he has the quaintness and charm of a 
magician who opens up to our view the wonders 

of the great unknown world. On and on 
through the delightful walks of college life he 
carries his readers, with the delightful person- 
ality and magnetism of a fairy-story teller. 
He possesses the rare skill of combining local 
color with college mannerisms, and not once 
does his style become tiresome or undignified. 
He grasps a point of interest, develops it like a 
plot, and leads us on, by no means unwillingly, 
till at last we are sorry that he has ceased. 
One can readily fancy he is a witness of the 
great sophomore-freshman rush, and can hear 
the cheers of the victorious host as they rush 
forward to the much coveted cannon. In a 
very delicate way he tells us of some of the 
faults a young freshman is likely to fall into, 
but he shows us, too, how they can be con- 
quered and the influence one can exert. He 
has found, it seems, the magnetic charm of a 
good story writer, and has given us as a result, 
perhaps, the best of all stories of college life. 
He has taken a commonplace subject, dressed 
it in new garments and treated it in such an 
original manner that we marvel at his skill. 
He has shown us students as they are in their 
little world, open and cheerful, yet thoughtful 
and serious when such requirements are wanted. 
Fresh as the morning dew, clear as the cloud- 
less sky, he paints his little pictures and breathes 
through them a spirit of loveliness and sim- 
plicity that touches the subtlest depths of one’s 
sympathy. He charms, interests, and delights 
the reader with his quaint terms, his unpreten- 
tious style, and touches him with his beautiful 
simplicity. For all, both old and young, we 
recommend this little work as a most lively, 
dainty, and entertaining bit of reading. We 
are ready at any time to follow Mr. Williams 
when he takes “Deacon” Young through the 
remainder of his college days. We also con- 
gratulate Princeton on having a writer of such 
ability portray her college life so well to those 
outside. He is indeed an honor to his illustrious 
Alma Mater. 

OTHER BOOKS RECEIVED. 

JOHN SELDEN AND HIS TABLE-TALK. By Rob. 
ert Waters. Eaton & Mains, New York. 
Price, $1.00 

PIGEONS AND ALL ABOUT THEM. By Major 
F. M. Gilbert. C. E. Twombly, Boston. 
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THE CENTURY MAGAZINE IN 1900. 

NOVELTY IN LITERARY AND AKT FEATURES— 

PRINTING IN COLOR. The best illustrations, 
with Cole’s engravings and Castaigne’sdraw- 
ings. 

A New and Superbly Illustrated 
LIFE OF CROMWELL, 

By the Right Hon. John Morley, M. P. 
The conductors of The Century takes especial 

pleasure in announcing this as the leading his- 
torical serial of the magazine for 1900. No 
man is more competent than John Morley, who 
was selected by Mr. Gladstone’s family to write 
the biography of Gladstone, to treat Cromwell 
in the spirit of the end of the nineteenth cen- 
tury. 

THE ILLUSTRATIONS 

will be remarkable. Besides original drawings, 
there will be valuable unpublished portraits, lent 
by Her Majesty the Queen, and by the owners 
of the greatest Cromwell collections. Other 
features include: 

ERNEST SETON-THOMPSON’S 

“ Biography of a Grizzly” delightfully illus- 
trated by the artist-author—the longest and 
most important literary work of the author of 

Wild Animals I Have Known.” 
PARIS, ILLUSTRATED BY CASTAIGNE. 

A series of papers for the Exposition year, by 
Richard Whiteing, author of “No. 5 John 
Street,” splendidly illustrated with more than 
sixty pictures by the famous artist Castaigne, 
including views of the Paris Exposition. 

LONDON, ILLUSTRATED BY PHIL. MAY. 
A series of papers on the East End of London 
by Sir Walter Besant, with pictures by Phil 
May and John Pennell. 

SAILING ALONE AROUND THE WORLD. 

The record of a voyage of 46,000 miles under- 
taken single-handed and alone in a 40-foot 
boat. A most delightful biography of the 
sea. 

THE AUTHOR OP “ HUGH WYNNE,” 

Dr. 9. Weir Mitchell, will furnish a short 
serial of remarkable psychological interest, 
“ The Autobiography of a Quack,” and there 
will be short stories by all the leading writers. 
A CHAPTER PROM MARK TWAIN’S ABANDONED 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY. 

LITERARY REMINISCENCES. 

Familiar accounts of Tennyson, Browning, 
Lowell, Emerson, Bryant .Whittier, and Holmes. 

IMPORTANT PAPERS 

By Governor Theodore Roosevelt, President 
Eliot of Harvard University, Thomas Bailey 
Aldrich, Woodrow Wilson, John Burroughs, 
and others. 

AMERICAN SECRET HISTORY, 

A series of papers of commanding interest. 

THE ART WORK OP THE CENTURY. 

It is everywhere conceded that THE CENTURY 

has led the world in art. Timothy Cole’s 
unique and beautiful wood blocks will con- 
tinue to be a feature, with the work of many 
other engravers who have made the American 
school famous. The fine half-tone plates—re- 
engraved by wood-engravers—for which the 
magazine is distinguished, will appear with 
new methods of printing and illustrating. 

Begin new subscriptions with November. Price, 
$4.00 a year. Subscribe through dealers or remi i 
to the publishers, 

THE CENTURY COHPANY, 
Union Square, New York. 


